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Scholars have argued recently that since race denotes biological
divisions of mankind and their characteristics, it is a strictly biological
concept, and therefore could not antedate the growth of modern biology in
the nineteenth century.

The argument continues that since racism and

racialism both assume concepts and categories of race, neither did nor
could develop anywhere before biological notions of race.

It concl udes

by discarding race as a valid category for SOCiological study of human
societies on the ground that the concept has been recently repudiated by
many biologists.

'Race' is then either assimilated to ethnicity or

regarded as an erroneous form of social classification.

From these

conclusions it follows that race, racism and racialism are historIcally
and culturally associated only with European societies and cultures during
the last two centuries of Western colonialism and the development of capitalism.

For some scholars, bourgeois and Marxist alike, this convincingly

demonstrates the economic basis and determination of race concepts and
racism as ideologies of modern colonialism and capitalist exploitation.
The current state of racial and ethnic studies thus illustrates
the confusion that results from inadequate conceptualisation, history
and ethnography.

Accordingly, this essay tries to show how the criteria

and concepts of pluralism and plural SOCiety, precisely formulated and
carefully applied, may eliminate the main problems, sources and consequences of the confusion that presently besets this subject.

I begin

by sketching briefly some salient examples of the theoretical chaos that
pervades

conte~porary

studies of race and ethnic relations.

I then

mention briefly some of the main innuences and processes by which the
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stujy of these topics

i~

social science has arrived at this impasse,

distinguish race and ethr;lcity, and indicate their variable relations with
racism and racist conceptions in recent history and social thought.
l~ext

I review the history of raCe and racism in European thought and

practice before and after the voyages of Columbus and indicate how
racism derives and dtffers from ethnocentrism in European culture.
I then define and sketch the main varieties of pluralism and plural
societies, indicating the implications of different modes of incorporation
for their structure.

As alternative approaches to social theory, I

next briefly consider 'causal' theory and the analysis of social phenomena in terms of logical requisites and implications or entailments.
To account for the differing kinds of ethnic and racial accommodations
that confror.t social science, I then review various cor.texts and conditions of collective domination, noting their requisites and implications,
and continue by asking how, in differing contexts, do

~

differences or

commonalities of race and/or ethnicity in such populations help to structure their societies.

As the essay falls into two distinct sections,

it is presented thus, with a brief conclusion in which the situation
of marginal immigrants in certain contemporary metropolitan societies
1s mentioned.
As regards the assumptions that underlie this essay, these are
as follows:

(1) If enough relevant data on any subject of study are

available, and if those data illustrate some pattern or order, by
appropriate and adequate data collection and analysis we should be able
to discover the exact r,ature and basis of such order or pattern.

Con-

versely, if the d.a:.a are without pattern or orjer, analysis based on

adequate materials should show precisely how and maybe why that is so.

'IV
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Men selectively use various criteria, separately or in differing

combinations, to identify and classify themselves and one another.
Those criteria include hereditary physical characteristics, ethnicity,
culture, provenience, religion, language, nationality, wealth, sex, age
To understand these diverse usages,

and occupation, among others.

structures and processes we must therefore investigate the contexts and
conditions that generated and presently operate to sustain or modify
them comparatively, historically and intensively in each soc1&l context,
without any presumptions concerning the determinants, courses or outcomes
of their development, but with scrupulous attention to the nature and
differences of all the criteria they involve.
())

In the scientific study of social affairs, we can rarely

if ever conclusively demonstrate or aeasure the precise contributions of
asserted causes to the structure and developaent of particular social
situations.

I therefore reject such illusory 'causal explanations' as

an adequate goal for social enquiry, however aesthetically appealing.
Functional descriptions are also insufficient to account for the phenomana they discuss.

On experience, I assume that we can isolate analyti-

cally the logically and structurally prerequisite conditions of any specific social process or form

in

given contexts, and also that we can

determine their immediate implications for all those involved, inc1uding other processes and forms to which they directly relate.
Analyses that determine the requisites and implications of social structures
and processes are complementary to 'causal' explanations and
descriptions of such

pher.omer~,

func~onal

but aethodologically superior,

s~nce

those analyses define precisely the complex set of conditions on which

I

the efficient operation and continuity of specific social structures
and processes depend in defined circumstances, ani thus the kinds and
consequences of change that should follow if any of these necessary
conditions and relations are disturbed,' thus generating verifiable
and precise predictions.

The essay applies and illustrates this kind

of analysis.
The principal conclusions of our enquiry are as follows I
(1)

However constituted, racial and/or ethnic relations are always

collective relations, to which individuals are obliged to adjust their
behaviour.

(2)

Since men empirically distinguish those of similar

appearance to themselves, whether of their own or some other ethnic
'group', from those who differ from them in physical appearance, and
since commonly they treat these two categories of people quite differently,
it is essential for sociologists who study such situations to distinguish
clearly between race and ethnicity, and between racial and ethnic
relations.

(3)

There is no single determinant or set of determinants

that satisfactorily

accounts for the variety of interracial and inter-

ethnic accommodations and their developments.

Therefore, instead of

seeking general or specific 'causal explanations' of these very diverse
structures and processes, it 1s more useful to isolate the cond1tions
that are sufficient and necessary to define and account for each structure
in its specific social context, and defer the search for generalisations
until we have an adequate number of detailed case studies to provide a
sound basis for comparative analysis.

(4)

As collective phenomena and

interests, differences or commonalities of race and/or ethnicity always
depend for their social significance on their relations to the corporate
organisation of the inclusive SOCiety, and especially on their roles within

I

it, as possible, conditional or sufficient and decisive criteria of
collective demarcations and alignments.

To read the riddles presented

by the variety of such accommodations, we therefore need to identify the
precise conditions that have generated, sustained, modified or dissolved
these corporate frameworks and their particulars in historic and contemporary contexts.

(5)

Since the corporate organisation of any

society is always established and regulated by its public domain through
processes that involve the many diverse and often conflicting interests
of its people, and since racial and ethnic accommodations are always
constituted and regulated by and within the public domain, it is essential
to situate their study firmly within holistic studies of the societies and
contexts in which they occur, and of which they are variably iaportant
conditions.

Thus there is nothing to gain and much to be lost by

isolating studies of 'race relations' and/or 'ethnicity' from the more
comprehensive frameworks of history and social theory which together are
necessary for an understanding of the genesis and specific conditions
of their corporate organisation.
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Race and Ethrti.ci ty
The basis and essential source of the prevailing confusion in
studies of racial and ethnic relations is:: their asymmetrical equation.
This subsumes race. race differences and race relations in the wider and
looser categories of ethnicity. ethnic differences and ethnic relations,
so that in analysis and theory these phenomena are indiscriminately assimilated to one another.

For example, American students now treat the

relations of American Whites, Blacks, Amerindians and Orientals with one
another as relations of the same kind and character as those between
Polish-, ltalian-, Jewish-, Irish-, and other hyphenated white Americans,
most of whom are not distinguishable by their physical appearance.
is the common viewpoint advocated by Louis Wirth (1945),

This

c. Enloe (1973),

L. Despres (1975. 1984), M. Galey (1974), N. Glazer and D. Moynihan (1975),
Shibutani and Kwan (1965) and R.

A.

~~rmerhorn

(1970), and by the editors

and authors of the Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups
(S. Thernstrom et a1.. eds., 1980).
For the editors of the Harvard Encyclopedia. 'ethnic groups' are
any aggregates
"characterised by some of the following features, although

,

I

I

in combinations that vary considerably.
1.

Common geographic origins I

4. language or dialect;

2. migratory statusl

3. race;

5. religious faith or faithsl

6. ties that transcend kinship, neighbourhood and community
boundaries:

7. shared traditions, values, symbols I

8. literature, folklore and musicl

9. food preferences;

10. settlement and employment patterns I

11. special interests

in regard to politics in the homeland and in the United Statesl
12. institutions that specifically serve and maintain the

group I

13. an internal sense of distinctiveness;

14. an

external perception of distinctiveness" (S.Thernstrom et a1.,
1980, vi).

This list of possible attributes, which are regarded as sufficient,
s1ngly or in combinations of differing lntensity,to identify and distinguish
ethnic from other 'groups', summarises the intellectual confusion that
dominates contemporary study of ethnicity and 'ethnic groups' aore
succinctly and vividly than my words ever could, and supplies numerous
details to illustrate its structure, depth and scope.

However,

since this catalogue of characteristics distils the collective wisdom
of the editors, their consultants and .any contributors on these
matters, and is offered as, or in lieu of, a def1nition of 'ethnic groups',
which is the subject of the Harvard Encyclopedia, it merits attention,
not only as a corporate product, but for its studious lack of rigour.
Indeed, this inventory best illustrates the intellectual chaos that
currently prevails in this field aaong Western social scientists, and
which rew seem prepared to

cr~lenge.

Hence, in considering this most

extensive 'definition', let us rirst direct attention to the absence of

I

any explicit requirement that any or all of the fourteen characteristics
it lists as indices of ethnicity are expected to be distinctive of all
'ethnic groups' or of all members of an ethnic group at any level of
intensity, separately or together.
Without such qualifications, however heterogeneous racially and/
or 'ethnically' it may be in fact, provided its members have or assert
'common geographic origin', 'race', 'language or dialect', religious
faith or faiths', etc., singly or in various combinations, any aggregate
is classified as an 'ethnic group', whether or not it has the necessary
organisation to constitute it as a

~.

However, groups differ from

categories and other kinds of aggregates by virtue of their organisation
which, whether inclusive or representative, assigns their members specific
statuses, roles, rights, privileges, liabilities and obligations, so that
they become involved in those coaplex and exclusive networks of sanctioned
institutional role-relations with one another that together define the
unit's boundaries and membership.

Social categories are aggregates

that lack such organisation and are distinguished by one or more
specified characteristics.

Besides groups and categories, social aggre-

gates include such diverse pluralities as personal networks, quasigroups, 'income-groups', age-grades, classes, Marxist and other, crowds,
mobs, 'demonstrations', audiences,

f..:..O)~~C:~

,

nei£hbourhoods, voting

blocs, fractions of opinion polls, etc. (Fichter,
then that many, and perhaps most,

1957).

'etr~ic'aggregates,

It is obvious

however their

ethnicity is defined, are not 'groups' in the SOCiological sense of

tt~t

term, whatever their degree of 'self-consciousness' or 'collective
consciousness'.
With regard to 'race', it seems irrelevant in the Harvard
whether or not

tr~t

is

distL~ct

Encyclop&d~A

from 'ethnicity', although most people are

M ~RJk-'l':J s1bl"~
eith~identifle

~

~'19~

ambigu ~

/7he"

as

s, or as r cially

'race' as one criterion of ethnicity

of the same order as language, religion, or ties that transcend kin and
community, family names, values, symbols, food preferences, etc., all of
which it regards as badges of membership in 'ethnic groups'.

For those

students of 'intergroup relations' who accept these criteria, black-white,
black-oriental, white-Indian or white-chicano differences and relations
in the United 3tates are neither substantively nor analytically different
from those that hold between Greek, Armenian, Yugoslav, Austrian, Norwegian,
Spanish, Porguguese or Finnish whites, or between American and Caribbean
blacks, between Koreans, Japanese, Chinese (Taiwanese and others) among
~~
themselves, ~ the members of the 173 Indian tribal communities in
the U.S.A., or various 'Hispanic' populations of mixed descent and culture,
Mexican-Americans, Mexicans, and other Central American aestizos,
cans, Cubans or Puerto Ricans.

Domini-

That this is not the case, most Blacks,

Hispanics, Orientals and Indians know only too well by their daily

/,J}/!::.p..e6p7-eg ttl

uA --\.c...4~) ~l.;-ck.5

dealings wf th lhi te~and wi th on e another.
~

Moreover, if the recently proposed equation of race and ethnicity

~~~S'fo ~E~

is valid today, it should also holcyfor yesterday, since there has been

---

little change in the physical dlacrltlca of these racial stocks from the
periods of slavery, Beconstruction, KKK lynchings and disenfranchisement
when assuredly there were no white slaves, as also later, no wh1 tes were
subject to Jim Crow (Vann woodward, 1957;

Turner et al., 1982)

~/S'o

--j to

the

recent Civil Rights movement and the Federal Government's program of
Affirmative Action for Negroes and other disprivl1eged categories.
Though differing in context, content and form, the structure and record

I

of social relations between Amerindians and Whites are quite comparable
with those of American blacks and whites, before and after 1783.
wise,
the

dur~the

Like-

period of Asiatic immigration and early settlement on

we~ cOa~~~h1neSe and others of Mongol race and appearance

(Daniels.

1977, 65-78; Banton 1983. 275-6) suffered ostracism, segregation in
ghettoes, race riots and mob violence, work restrictions and exclusion
by Trade Unions and sundry other abuses, of which the best known is the
unconstitutional incarceration for the duration of World War 2 of c. 110,000
Americans of Japanese descent without charges

14 t

,t

RU'

in 1941, following

Pearl Harbour, and their loss of property worth c. $400 million.

There

~cL..

is little point in multiplying instances to

lllustrate~!

categorical

and typical differences between interracial relations of whites and
non-whi tes in the U.S.A., Melanesia, Canada, South Africa, Southeast
Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean on the one hand, and their typical
relations with others of their own racial stock on the other.

Why this

should be so presents a puzzle only if we accept the prevailing assimilation
of race to ethnicity and the equation of race and ethnic relations that
entails.
If such

gross~

in the characteristic

historical, pervasive and persisting differences

relat~ons

of racially distinct collectivities on

the one hand, and those of common race on the other, are recognised as
more general and significant than the contrary, three questions immediately
arise:

(1)

Given their differing objective referents and implications,

how and why have social scientists recently chosen to assimilate racial
and

et~~ic

relations'?

relations to the undifferentiated category of 'intergroup
(2)

Having thus redefined the subject of study, what

theories or analytiC paradigms have "been developed to 'explain' its

I

(J)

regularities? -- and with what success or failure?

If this branch

of enquiry is currently in a sorry state, why 1s that so?
ments are necessary to set it on more fruitful paths?

What develop-

now may concep-

tions and models of plural societies, among others, contribute to this
reorientation?

And how might they be most usefully deployed at this

phase of the study to promote it and to demonstrate their value?
Before proceeding to these questions, let me summarily list some
other disadvantages that flow from the triple conflations of ethnicity
and race, ethnic and racial differences, and ethnic and racial relations
that are now so fashionable.

These include, (1) the analytic handi-

caps and obfuscations that result from indiscriminately assimilating as
one, phenomena of differing kind and basis, thereby demanding some inclusive
paradigm, theory or formula that does not discriminate them objectively,
and hence cannot deal adequately with the phenomena it addresses,
(2) serially revisionist reinterpretations of contemporary and historical
situations and structures of interracial and interethnic accommodation
to fit the prevailing definitions of concepts and categories;

(J) rejection

as regressive of any attempts to secure careful reconsideration of the
objective distinctions of racial phenotypes and of the advantages to
be derived from discriminative attention to these variables, among
others,

(4) frustration of precise description and analysis of 'inter-

group' situations, processes and cognitions, at case-study and comparative
levels, that discriminate those features and identities that are immutable
and have an evident physical base, fro. others

tr~t

may be changed

situationally, such as ethnlcity, language, behaviour patterns, etc.;
(;) ideological restrictions on the freedom of students to undertake
value-free

exam~nation

of this field and to employ whatever objective

I

empirical data and analytically appropriate distinctions and concepts,
paradigms and methods promise to provide the greatest insight and understanding of them, or offer the best means to unlock their hidden
structure;

corr~on

(6) inability, given the invalidity of their inadequate

concepts, models and procedures, of specialists in the study of etrLic
and racial relations to formulate any significant and testable propositions
that rr,ay be disconfirrr.ed ey experience concerr,ing the posi ti ve outcor:.es
of specified combinations of these variables in particular situations.
Though these are not the only handicaps that the currently
fashionable conflation of racial and ethnic differences, relations and.
ideologies imposes on their study by social scientists, those listed
above are, I hope, sufficient to indicate the urgent need for a fresh
look at this field.
With the exception of Pierre van den Berghe (1967, 1976), John
Rex (1970, 1985), and such. arxist students of this field as ~ (1948) ,

ktJ:I..vw

Genovese (1972, 1974) or Gabriel and Ben-Tovim (1978), fe~writers
presently stipulate that racial and
on recognition of their differences.

etr~ic

features differ, or insist

Though otherwise Marxist,

S. Hall (1977, 1980) seems to equivocate on this issue.
the trend to equate these categories

b~d

Writing before

become dominant in sociology,

van den Berghe (1967, 4-10) distinguished as racial
"a group that is socially defined ••• on the basis
of physical criteria ..•

Ethnic groups ••• are socially

defined but on the basis of cultural criteria.
the

distinctio~

between a racial and an

sometimes blurred ty several facts.

et~~ic

In

prac~ice,

group is

Cultural traits

are often regarieJ as [enetic and inherited;

physical

I

appearance can be cul turally changed •••

J

and the

sensory perception of physical differences is
affected by cultural definitions of race •••

However,

the distinction between race and ethnicity remains
analytically useful"

(his italics).

In 1967, Michael Banton's text on Hace Relations rested squarely
on the proposition that race differences, given their hereditary
physical and immutable character and high visib1lity, were readily
available for cultural selection and institutionalisation as 'role
signs' (ibid., 54-70) for the differential allocation of social roles.
On those and other grounds, like van den Berghe, but without explicit
definition, Banton (ibid., 337, 37)) then implicitly distinguished
between race and ethnic relations, and devoted his text to the former,
as did John Rex (1970).

Yet within ten years the cl1llate and orientation

of scholarly opinion on these matters had undergone a sea-change, at
least among Anglophone Western scholars.
In 1975, following the vorts of .3hibutani and Kwan (1965),
R. A. Schermerhorn (1970), C. Enloe (1973) and others, without intending
irony Glazer and Moynihan heralded the current confusion of dissimilar
concepts, criteria and categories aa the 'new ethnicity', and a succession
of influential volumes by Despres (1975), Bennett (1976) and others
rapidly established the mode.

Noting the pattern, a year later

van den Berghe (1976, 43) restated his distinction as follows I
"Unlike many of my colleagues, who, for a variety of
reasons, choose to treat 'race' as a special case of
ethnlclty, I prefer to .aintain a clear analytical
distinction between the two concepts.

Racial groups

are defined in

terrr~

of putative biological difference,

and this gives them a rigidity and invidiousness which
make them resemble caste groups more than ethnic groups.
Empirically, of course, many groups define themselves
and are defined by others as both an ethnic and a racial
group, but that is no reason to abandon a useful
analytical distinction"

(his italics).

By then, however, van den Berghe's 'useful analytical distinction' had become unfashionable among his colleagues.

Thereafter with

few exceptions, Western bourgeois specialists chose to conflate race
and ethni ci ty, as in The Harvard Encyclopedia (Thernstrom et al., eds.,
19(0), Banton (1980, 1983), Clarke, Ley and Peach (1984), Rex and Mason
(forthcoming) etc.

When that is done, as illustrated by the quote

from The Harvard Encyclopedia, it is normal either to treat both terms
together as inseparable, as, e.g., with reference to racial and ethnic
competition, relations, attitudes, etc., or to subsume race differences
and relations in the broader and looser categories of ethnic differences
and relations.
Soviet scholars and some Western Marxists, true to, their tradition,
retain the biological distinction between race and ethnos or 'ethnic
group' (Bromley 1974;

Cheboksarov 1974.

Alexeyev 1974), while subsuming

dependent collectivities of both kinds in Lenin's category of nationalities,
in conformity with official Soviet policy, and using language to identify
ani demarcate 'ethnic groups' (Bruk and Aperchenko (eds.) 1964).

Under

the influence of Althusser and Gramsci, some Western Marxists seem more
concerned with the functions of racism and the problem of its determinism
in the

~arxist

198 0 i

Gabriel and Ben-~ovim 1978i

theory of race in capitalist and colonial societies

(~ESCO

Post 1978) than with the detailed

I

study of empirical contexts and processes of interracial and/or interethnic relations as such (Hall 1977, 1980).

Thus while 30viet scholars

have held fast to Soviet views on these questions laid down in Lenin's
lifetime, some Western

~arxists

implicitly distinguish race and 'ethr.ic

group' by their relations with the prevailing modes of production and
social formations, a position that requires careful study and analysis
in the context of Marxist theory.

However, most Western and especially

Anglophone bourgeois scholars have by now adopted the conflation that
obscures or minimises those salient differences between race and
ethnicity that were formerly recognised by all as relevant criteria and
conditions for scientific stuiy and public policy.

What then has

happened to persuade Western social scientists to adopt the prevailing
majority view?

How may we understand or account for this sea cha.nge?

The recent denial of race in social science
Among other influential factors and conditions, I believe the
following four may have been most important, though not equally so at
all times in this conversion

p~~

First, with the disclosure of the

Nazi genocides of European Jews,rnd ' Cypsies on explicitly though not
/
eXClusively racial grounds, political leaders of the metropolitan Western
democracies were confronted with the indefensibility and stark consequences
of the doctrine and practice of racism that their countries had tolerated,
on so bizarre and nightmarish a scale that it was clearly essential for
the new international agencies to repudiate both categorically, and to
combat their errors through the medium of
Comas 1958;
U~ESCO

Leiris 19.58;

1951, 1969) .

Little 19.581

UNES80

(Shapiro 195),

Klineberg 19.581

19601

Zav&la 1964;

ill;ES:O accordingly commissioned and published, as

I

one of 1ts first tasks, a series of authoritative summaries of current
scient1fic knowledge of race in all 1ts varied aspects, together with
critiques of folk ideas, ideologies and popular fallacies about race in
human evolut1on, history and culture.
(2)

Following a long and lurid succession of unsatisfactory

racial taxonomies of mankind that were based on inadequate ideas, anthropometric and cognate measures, folk concepts and personal conjectures,
after World

~ar

2 physical anthropologists in Western Europe turned to

genetics for evidence of such differing genotypes as the traditional racial
taxa assumed, only to be confronted by frequency distributions of such
monogenic characters as blood-groups, sickle-cell anemia, etc., that were
taken to disprove the assumption of racially distinct genotypes on which
those racial classifications rested.

Since then similar data have

accumulated for these and other monogenic characters in different populations and regions of the world and have yielded much the same results.
These were summarised by Livingstone (1962, 279) in the aphorism that
"There are no races, there are only clines", 1.e., changing gradients
of frequency distributions for monogenic characters, and presumably for
the genetic bases on which the racial classifications of mankind now rest.
Following the repudiation of race as an analytic concept by biologists
(Montagu,

1964),

the concept was also criticised and rejected by socio-

logists (Banton 1970, 1977,

Banton and Harwood 1975) on various grounds,

firstly, on the biological data and conclusions as currently understoodi
secondly, on the historic failures of anthropologists for more than a
century to formulate acceptatle racial classifications of mankind.

and

finally, to exorgise the pernicious effects of racial concepts of psychology

/Af :.., ~ a.pS'

and culturJ\first;applied systematically to mank1r.d by Linnaeus in 1758-9.
J

I

(J)

Following the end of World War 2, European states were obliged

to liquidate their colonial empires by pressures from members of the United
Nations and from colonial peoples.

Indonesia won its independence by

defeating the restoration of Dutch rule.

In the Far East the rhllippines,

Sri Lanka, Pakistan and India first achieved independence,

fo~wed

by

Burma and Malta, and finally in 1975 the Federation of Malaya, including
Singapore, became a separate state.

In A'frica, beginning with Ghana in

1957, in the late fifties and early sixties the British and French decolonised their territories, except for Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe),
the .3eychelles and Mauritius.

In the sixties the larger British Carib-

bean territories became independent, and since then most of the smaller
ones have done so.

Spain and Portugal decolonised their African possessions

in the seventies.
Independence enabled these new states to take their places in
the United Nations and other international bodies, and to engage as formal
equals in relations with other states, including their former iaperial
masters.

As their populations differed racially from the nations which

initiated the U.N. and its agencies and then formed its core, the new
countries could only be recognised as formal equals by white nations if
the latter, at least officially, repudiated those beliefs arid attitudes
on matters of race that ha.d. developed and flourished among them from the
nineteenth century until World War 2.

Such political, economic and

juridical considerations obliged metropolitan countries -- all of which
were then white -- to disassociate themselves officially from those doctrines
and practices of racial

i~equality

as events in South Africa,

they had formerly accepted.

~hodelia,

Even so,

in Queensland and other parts of

Australia, the Portugt;ese African emx;ire,

~;ew

Caledonia, Indochina, and

various multiracial Pacific

co~~unities

demonstrate, and as the official

policies and conduct of race relations in :anada, the U.S.A., Britain,
France, West Germany, and other metropolitan states confirm, the new
norms of racial egalitarianism were frequently honoured in the breach
and sometimes flagrantly violated.
(4)

'~, ~

the late sixties, as the unpopular AIterican war

in Vietnam escalated, violent protests by black Americans at the U.S.
administration's failure to relieve their civic situation resulted in
the Government's development and implementation of various programs of
affirmative action designed to redress Negro disabilities and to equalise
their economic, educational and other opportunities by the joint action
of the (White) American people and government.

To avoid invidious

distinctions, the U.S. government's program of affirmative action was
addressed to all disadvantaged racial or ethnic 'groups'.

In consequence,

many ethnic collectivities of whites were stimulated to claim federal
support for projects to record and publicise their histories, achievements
and needs.

The Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups is a t)'1lical.

by-product of this national 'revival' or reassertion of ethnic identities
and traditions by American whites in response to the government's offer
of Affirmative Action to redress ethnic and racial. disadvantages.

In con-

sequence, as the Harvard Encyclopedia illustrates, American historians,
sociologists and others engaged on this topic who had hitherto distinguished
between race and ethnicity, rapidly assimilated these conditions and
concepts, thereby

per~Aps

unconsciously reflecting their acceptance of

the new national orientations.
As the four factors summarised above emerged and peaked at
different times in differing contexts and adiressed different specific
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issues and targets, it is clear that the processes and conditions that
led to the current

assi~ilation

of race and ethnicity were neither solely

nor primarily scientific and academic, but predominantly political.
Accordingly, we should not lightly assume that the prevailing formula on
these matters is either wholly or primarily scientific in its origin,
rationale or purpose.

On such collective topics of deeply emotional

and material interest as race, language or religion, it would indeed be
odd if any orthodoxy had genuinely scientific roots and objectives.
To account for the prevailing assimilation of race and ethnicity
does not of course imply that either the present or antecedent views
about them possess validity.

As regards nineteenth century ideas of

the role of race in human cul ture and society, few would now deny their
errors or the vast harm and suffering those ideologies encouraged.

Such

unforgettable developments (Kuper 1981) tragically exhibit the grave
dangers to humanity and civilisation that inevitably attach to such
global and explosive ideas as that of a racial hierarchy of mankind, and
BO

urge their rapid and complete elimination as popular modes of thought.

The development of European ideas on race in relation to differences of
psychology, culture and collective predispositions is too well known and
1
documented to require recital here.
We may therefore proceed to
consider some of the issues, arguments and data that vere involved in
their development

wit~out

recapitulating its recent intellectual and social

history, though we should not forget that.

Nor should we forget the

confusion since produced by subsuming race in some wider and indiscrlminate category of ethnlclty.
1. Useful sumrr.aries may be' found in Benedict (1940), Comas (19.58),
Klineberg (1958, 347-382), ~ontagu (1964), Stanton (1960), Poliakov (1967),
van den Berghe (1967, 11-18 1 , 3tocking (1968, 13-68, 110-132, 161-194),
Banton (1967, 12-54; 1970; 1975; 1983, 32-59i BL~ton & Harwood (1977,
13-45; ; tr.\~C J (1980, 1-84;; Stepan (1982), etc.
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Acade~ically,

of their origin and

and without reference to the political contexts

manipulatic~,

the principal defects and errors of

traditional race concepts ar.d theories were briefly as follows:
(1) the assumption, perhaps first publicised 'authoritatively' by
Linnaeus (1758-9) ani repeated since with various elaborations by many
authors, that each of the phenotypically distinct races or varieties
of mankind has a distinct set of psychological attributes and cultural
potentials;

(2) the assumption that the entire population of mankind

may be a.ssjgned to one or other of a limited number of racial stocks, all
of which are distinguished by clear and unifoI"JII differences of phenotype,
(3) the assumption that human races,

as varieties or subdivisions of the

species, partook of its 'fixity', and hence are perduring collectivities
with clear boundaries and high degrees of closure that should be maintained to prevent their 'degeneracy' and the degeneration of the species
through interbreeding (Gobineau 1970, p. 6);

and (4) the assumption that

the races of man, by virtue of their differing innate psychological endowments and aptitudes for culture or civlliaation form a natural hierarchy
which should be enforced to preserve the 'natural order of things'
(vo Gobineau 1970, 41-42).

Biological and 'social' race
Under the conditions and influences listed above, Western scholars
of race and race relations, seeking to rid mankind of racism as a horrendous
evil, proceeded to throw out the baby with the bathwater

(v.

thereby opening the way to the contemporary confusion.

Let me explain

as clearly as I can the reasons for my reserve.

~~ES:O,

1951),

Despite Livingstone (1962)

I

and otC~tl/Og~~~S)Of similar views (l'iontagu 1964), on the latest
flgur~most

of mankind still belong to one or other of a very few

racial stocks that correspond quite closely with those distinguished
by Blumenbach (1781) two centuries ago, namely, the Mongoloid, African,

,

Caucasoid, Malaysian and Amerindian.

There are always a significant

number of individuals whose classification in either of these racial
categories remains uncertain.

However, the many shades and colours of

ambiguous status between pairs of primary colours outnumber the latter
completely.

The same is true of shapes, volumes, sounds, lengths,

smells, weights, tastes, temporal intervals and many other quite simple
and familiar phenomena, including identity and cause;

but such continua

neither persuade us nor demonstrate that our ideas of distinct
shapes, colours, sounds, volumes and the rest are invalid or inappropriate
when applied to the phenomenal world.

If that is so for so many other

basic and varied concepts by which we try to order and understand experience, why should it be otherwise in regard to race?

It is not object-

lvely true that racial differences and categories are invalid, but that
the ideas of race summarised above are false and grossly misleading.
Let me demonstrate this proposition.
When couples of the same race breed, their offspririg display the
same gross phenotypical characteristics as their parents.

That is so

whether the parents are Caucasoid, Mongoloid, Negro, Amerindian, r.alaysian,
Pygmold, Australold, Indo-Aryan, Kholsan or MelaneS11U/pap u;,;n.

In all

such cases the children clearly belong to the same racial stock as
their parents.

There is a total lack of reliable data to show that

white couples spontaneously produce black, red, brown, Pygmoid, Australoid,
Mongolian or other kinds of offspring;

and vice versa.

Such rigorous

'L/

exclusions of phenotypical variations among offspring begotten by couples
of these differing racial stocks can only be explained genetically.
They are surely neither random nor systematically atypical.

Thus there

can be no plausible explanation of these racially distinct and hereditary phenotypes that is not genetic at base, with due allowance for
influences of history and habitat.

we cannot therefore consistently

deny or reject those criteria and categories of racial classification
tha t all couples of common race routinely prove to be valid by the
hereditary reproduction of their distinctive racial phenotypes.
It is neither implicit nor necessary for racial classifications
that distinct racial stocks should together include all of mankind,
that they should be regarded as clearly bounded and perduring entities,
that their intermixture should be harmful, nor that they should be
assumed to differ in their psychological properties.
preceding propositions are known to be false.

Indeed, all four

For a racial classifi-

cation to be valid and relevant, it is .erely sufficient to recognise
that many i f not most of mankind have hitherto belonged and still belong
to one or other of a few physically distinct varieties or racial stocks,
while the racial identity of the rest remains uncertain.

It is well

known that those physical features of skin colour, hair type, slrull
form, and such facial features as nasal shape, lip seams, eye colour,
slants and epicanthus fold. prognathism, by which men distinguish race,
like stature and the ratios of limb lengths to body trunk, etc., are
each governed by several genes situated on different chromosomes.

As

most of these racial d:acritica have little adaptive value in the struggle
for surv:val, there is no

g~ound

for attributing differences of psycho-

logical aptitude and cultt4ral potential to the phenotypically different

I'
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stocks, as r.nox (18,50 ; , hott an:! Gliddon (18.54), Hunt (186,5) and other
European racists of the 19th and 20th centuries did, followine the
exa.mpl e of Linnaeus and Edward Lor.g (1774).

Hence, setting aside

such extrapolations, we are presented by objective data on the hereditary
transmission of phenotypical differences among couples of differing race
with the question whether or not there are distinctive racial stocks
among mankind, and if so which, and where located.

On these questions,

my answers are given above, and confirmed by the phenotypically
distinctive characteristics of hybrids produced by crossings among couples
who represent all possible interracial permutations.
Before moving to other topics, despite repetition, the following
points should be stressed.

First, racial stocks are continuously in

process of change or evolution due to a multiplicity of factors.

They

are neither closed, fixed or uniform. since each undergoes continuous
change.

Second, there is no valid evidence that racial stocks differ

in their psychological aptitudes and predispositions or in their cultural
potentials.

Third, while the few widely recognised and ea.sUy distinguished

races together include most of mankind, there are many people who cannot
be reliably placed in either of these categories.

Fourth. there is no

valid biological basis for the idea that the races of mankind form a
hierarchy of any kind.

Fifth, there is no valid evidence that raciaJ.

miscegenation is biologically harmful in any way.
The distribution of aonogenic characters will always be
clinal,but as all racially homogeneous couples only reproduce their like
and not those of other races, while the offspring of racially mixed
couples illustrate their hybric stat'.lS by their differences from parents
of either race, we have

abu:, ~~t

objective evidence that there are

biologi~al

races, constitute:! an~ ~istinguished by pOlyge~~c determination of pheno-

II

types.

~: oreover,

since the racial lhenotypes of individuals are

immutable, highly visible

~~~,

their differences and distri-

butions facilitate collective distinctions of status and role in ways
that differences among ethnic or other units of the same racial stock do
not.

On these grounis, I hold that it is both necessary and useful to

distinguish objectively between racial and ethnic populations by
reference to their objective phenotypical similarities or differences,
and likewise between interracial and strictly interethnic relations.
Even though in certain situations peoples of differing racial
stocks, such as Gypsies or Chinese, may be classified as ethnic groups
within a SOCiety, and people of commo~ce may be classified as racially
distinct, as were the Jews in Nazi Germany, it is always true that however minute its population, every human race contains two or more
ethnically distinct communities, while by definition no ethnic unit
can contain people of differing race.

This conclusion follows from the

definition of 'ethnic groups' as populations that identify themselves
and are distinguished by others by their distinctive common ancestry an~
~provenience,

real or putative, and by such distinctive cultural traits

as language, religion, games, art, musiC, kinship and family practices,
separately or together.

Accordingly, I distinguish objectively inter-

racial from intraracial interethnic relations as a necessary precondition
of the accurate description and analysis of either category, and for their
comparison.
This procedure does not mean that I impute any hereditary
differences of capacity to collectivities of either sort.

In my view,

social scientists should recognise, besides the emic or folk categories
that prevail in various contexts on these and other matters, such etic
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continuities and discontinuities, s1ailarities, identities or differences
of physical type as are objectively present, since the latter patently
facilitate collective mobilisation and differential allocations of status
and role.

As Banton (1967) once put it, differences of racial pheno-

type may serve as 'role-signs' or, though recognised, they may be ignored
as criteria for allocations of status and role as, for example, among the
Fulani of Northern Nigeria, or the Y.estizos and Indians of Central
America, while physical similarity aay be perceived as difference and
invested with racial significance as, for example, is so with Lapps
in Norway and Sweden, Eta in Japan, the Holi, Enhla and Zansi castes
among the Ndebele, the Gauls and Franks in feudal France and the
and Anglo-Saxons of medie.,al England.

~ormans

As there are a fair number of

cases in which objective differences and similarities of racial character are culturally overlooked or given unexpected meanings, to isolate
these from other situations in which such differences or identities of
race as peoples recognise and instltutionalise correspond more closely to
objective phenomena, it is essential to distinguish clearly the objective
and the social definitions of race, in order to study directly their
correspondence or divergence in differing cultures, or in the same
cultures at differing times, and their relations to the prevaUing
structures and conceptions of bounded racial or ethnic 'groups'.
We may now reconsider van den Berghe's distinctions cited
above between race and ethnicity as socially defined distinctions that
refer respectively to physical and cultural criteria.

In his view

ethnic groups are identified by their .embers and others as

popu1atio~s

of common ancestry or derivation, collective tradition and culture, while
racial stocks are socially defined in popular thought by phenotypical

I

stereotypes, without reference to culture (van den Berghe 1967, 9-10).
If so, then as a precondition for discriminating study, we need also
to distinguish race as 'socially defined' by popular culture from race
as distinguished by objective physical similarities or differences
within and between populations.

Having done that, we should then

study the recognition and role of such objective differences in social
and cultural

together such data may provide the most direct

life,~ince

access to the roots of cultural taxonomy and values on these matters,
and may reveal the hierarchy of those criteria and conditions of change.
Such studies of changing cultural taxonomies may be facilitated
by comparison of racial categories in successive censuses or by comparison of such census categories at any period with racial or ethnic
classifications made by others.

The West Indian censuses of 1946, 1960

and 1970 illustrate the point neatly, since their racial classifications
changed in structure and content as an expression of changing social
and political conditions.

For example. in 194J under British admini-

stration, its census classified the Jamaican population as white, black,
coloured, East Indian, Amerindian, Chinese and Other, but distinguished
several white 'races' such as the British, Germans, Europeans of other
nationalities, Jews, Syrians, Lebanese, and Creole or lOCally-born whites

by individual self-designations with predictably odd results (Smith 1965, 11).
In 1960 the larger British Caribbean territories designed and administered
their own censuses, with equally interesting results.

In that census

the government of Triniiad ani Tobago grouped its people in the
racial categories:

!,egro, «hite, E:a.st Indian, Chinese,

and Lebanese-3yrians.

Unlike

~rinidad,

~lxed

followL~g

(i.e. Coloured)

besides a residual category

for unspecified other races, the Jamaican census of 1960 classified its
Coloured population as e1 ther A:ro-Suropea.n, Afro-Ei.st Indian, Afro-Chinese

I

or Afro-2yrian, thus illustrating the greater salience of black identity
in Jamaica at that date (3m1th 1974, 275).
Likewise, while assimilating race to ethr.icity and thus denying
the differing bases and significance of racial and ethnic difference, the
Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups noted that in 1980 the

U.~.

census asked "respondents to identify thell:selves as either White, Black
or Negro, Japanese, Chinese, FilipinO, Korean, Vietnamese, American
Indian, Asian, Hawaiian, Guamanian, Samoan, Eskimo, Aleut or Other"
(M.G.Smith 1982, 10;

Thernstrom etal., 1980, 869), thus combining racial,

national and ethnic categories and requiring immigrants, natives, Hispanics
and other mixed aggregates to distribute themselves between these classes.
However, in thus recognising the probable relevance of racial differences
and self-identifications in American society, and in distinguishing them
from other ethnic identities, the U.3. census of 1980 differed widely in
its views and classification of the American people from the Harvard
Encyclopedia.
Such

cr~ges

or differences of categories and taxonomies are

important indicators of diverse and changing structural boundaries within
populations that merit close study.

Cl early, as these data show, census

classifications by race, nationality, language and other criteria of
broadly 'ethnic' character should not be assumed to describe accurately
the racial composition of a country, whether individuals are asked thus
to classify themselves, or are classified by enumerators.

In short, to

establish its racial composition objectively and by reference to hereditary physical features and observable differences, social scientists
should make their own systematic observations of the distribution of
objective phenotypical differentiae for comparison with the prevailing sets

I .
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of racial criteria and categories on the one hand, both popular and official,
and with prevailing classifications and alignments of ethnic 'groups' on
the other.

Together these data should enable us to distinguish and

investigate the influences, conditions or processes that have generated
the prevailing structures of racial and ethnic classification and soclal
relations and presently sustain or modify them, the relations of those
structures to one another, ani the parts that they play in the social
organisation, together with their economic, ecological, political, educational, demographic and other correlates.
Systematic studies of such cultural systems of racial and ethnic
classification, and independent observations of their racial composition,
defined objectively by gross differences or identities of hereditary pheno-

~ ~es,

are both necessary for detailed comparative analyses of these aspects

of society and culture (v. M.G.SDdth 1974, 271-)46).

The complexity of

this task is not a sufficient excuse for either of the present unsatisfactory procedures, since thereby one either scrambles differences of
race and ethnicity and classifies racial as ethnic 'groups', or indifferently
employs current social classifications based on physical criteria along
with others based on differences of culture, provenience and ancestry.
Either procedure thus involves systematic errors in the description and
classification of both these population categories, and both omit the
critical data that are necessary to ascertain their correspondence with
the objective racial composition.

Only by systematic application and

development of the methodology advocated here will social science be able
to discriminate accurately, or to analyse and understand the full implications and preCise

co~tr~butions

of these and other factors, conditions

and processes to the develcprr.ent or

~intenar.ce

of societal structures

of racial and ethnic relations.

I

'~~o

illustrate, only ;.azis and rabid anti-Semites classify Jews
In so doing, they define Jews

as racially different from ': aucasians.

socially as a distinct race, whereas in other countries Jews are socially
identified, and identify themselves, as a distinct ethnic and/or religious
group.

It is clearly impossible either to determine the objective val1-

dity of these and other d1ffering racial classifications, or to analyse
and compare them with the r1gour necessary to identify their bases, w1thout
first and independently determining their correspondence with the bio-

~A~~

logically distinct stocks to which they/refer.

-

Clearly without such

knowledge, it would hardly be possible for us to grasp the magnitude of
the Nazi error, much less its basis, 1II0tives and nature;

but the same

issues also arise in studies of emic classifications of any population
by race, ethnicity or 'caste' (Warner & Srole 19451

Beteille 1967, 19711

Berreman 1960, 1967).
The question that thus emerges is how validly to account for the
prevailing contemporary denial of objective racial criteria as relevant
and necessary for the study of ethnic and racial classifications and
relations.

Briefly, I suggest that those factors are still effective

which initially led Western SOCiologists and anthropologists during the
fifties and sixties to abandon racial criteria in social classifications
in the first place, and so either to treat all aggregates distinguished
by common culture and/or descent, real or putative, as equally ethnic,
or to rely without question on social definitions of race, while reserving
the ethnic category for those aggregates distinguished culturally and/or
by descent.

Soviet scholars. biologists and social scientists alike,

are probably the cajor exception to this trend, followed by those Western
~: arxists

~

who confront the conceptual problems of integrating racial and
' }': ;
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ethnic phenomena into r.arxist theory.

£Ven .estern scholars who prefer

to analyse interracial and polyethnic situations and processes as contexts of pluralism sometimes hesitate to distinguish racial from ethnic
'groups', and sometimes derive the pluralism of such societies from their
mixed racial and ethnic composition (Leo Kuper 1969. 459-4871

197.5b, 1984; Berreman 1967:

Despres 1975&,

Clarke et aI., 1984; Gordon 1964, 27).

As

indicated below, I distinguish sharply between the structures of plural
societies, the cultural contents of theit plural divisions, and, on the
grounds already given, between their racial and ethnic compositions,
employing both criteria of 'race' mentioned above, namely, local emic or
folk definitions, and those that are explicitly biological in reference
and consist of objective hereditary physical features.
As Cheboksarov observes (1974, 46-49), the currently dominant
'populationist' viewpoint among biologists that emphasises genetic continuities between typologically defined races and genetic discontinuities
within them, taken together with changee underway in their genetic compositions,

indicate~that

racial stocks have highly ambiguous boundaries

and d&fintng criteria, and thus that racial. concepts and distinctions
are unreliable and arbitrary (Montagu 1964).

These views were developed

partly on the basis of distributions that demonstrated such' genetic
variations by region and population as well as within them, and partly
in critiques of preceding typologies, their criteria and procedures
(Livingstone 1962;
Gould 1977, 231-236;

Ehrlich & Holm, 19641
King 1981, etc.).

Harrison et al., 1977;
While empirical data that support

the thesis of genetic variations within and continuities between 'racial
stocks' are voluminous, reliable and detailed, they do not refer directly
to those physical characters by which racial differences and identities

I
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are generally distinguished and recognised, and relate primarily if not
exclusively to such invisible characters as genes for PCT, the sicklecell, blood-groups. etc.

By contrast. except for eye colour. physical
Hence

features generally used in racial classifications are polygenic.

to deduce from monogenic clines that there are no human races is unwarranted
and fallacious.

Given the logical leap in their argument from major

premise to conclusion, it is appropriate to ask how biologists made it
so casually and easily, and also why most social scientists interested in
these subjects have chosen to adopt its conclusion as basic for their studies.
I believe that the critical and long-overdue rejections of
anthropometric methodology and its assumptions, together with the
numerous racial typologies constructed with or without them, encouraged
many physical anthropologists in Western Europe and the U.S.A. to repudiate the typological enterprise altogether as a sterile, erroneous
and potentially explosive pseudo-science.

Some, who identified them-

selves as human biologists, were preoccupied exclusively with the genetiC
investigation of hwnan variation and primate evolution

CA.

tiarrison et aI.,

1977), while others studied related aspects of ethology (Fox (ed.) 1968;
L. Tiger 1970;

Tiger & Fox 1972).

Such paradigm-shifts are readily

understood even without mention of populatlonist ideas that deny the
discreteness of race, since the latter is obviously an abstraction
that scientists and others may use or abuse at their pleasure.

Just

how irrelevant biological knowledge and objective differences of race
may be for the development of racist ideology or the institutionalisation

o...,.....cf S'!a.VS
of racialism is shown by the :;azi classification of Jews) as racially distinct
from Germans.

~hat

then has persuaded recent converts to the population-

ist view of its validity in social and biological science?

I

After the Slack protests, riots and burnings in northern U.S.
cities in the late 1960s (Thernstrom et al., 20) the Federal Government's
J
decision to promote and require affirmative action in those educational,
employment and political arenas accessible to it ir,dicated its comoitment
to assimilate Black Americans, to reduce or eliminate racial criteria for
the allocation of social roles and status, and thus to reclassify all
Americans as members of socially equivalent ethnic groups.
In Europe and certain other regions, populatlonist critiques of
racial typologies and theories had earlier won widespread support at UNESCO
and elsewhere, partly because of the illusory defence against racism they
seemed to offer.

Many social scientists then naively hoped or assumed

that populationist views of genetic variations in mankind might or could
prevent the recurrence of racism and racialism.

Yet as is evident from

official policies of anti-Semitism in certain East European countries, and
from the genoc idal developments in Zanzibar, rtUanda, Burundi, Timor, and
currently against Amerindian populations in Guatemala and Brazil, that
has not been the case.

As the Nazis showed, racist ideology, whether

formulated and promoted officially, as presently in South Africa, or
accepted as true by the folk, has little need of any objective base in
empirical fact.

It is thus doubly mistaken to adopt the currently

fashionable denial of race as a category in the belief that this can
provide effective defence against racism or racialism.

Nonetheless, these

considerations among others have influenced many scholars to adopt currently
dominant views, with the results related above.
scholars

co~e

Presumably, then, as

to see how insubstantial and illusory such defences or

barriers against racism

~~d

racialism are in fact, and how unsound it is

to deduce from data on blood-groups and other monogenic characters that

I

there are no genetically definable racial stocks, they may reconsider
the academic issues without such inappropriate assumptions and interests.

The race concept in Western thought.
Given current critiques of the concept of race and its association
with racism, we need to ask what is the nature and history of the concept
of race?

What are its historical and logical relations with ideologies

of racism?

Having already discussed contemporary ideas of race. we need

briefly to review its history to determine its relation to racism.
what is the nature of racism?
quisites and implications?
ethnocentrism?

But

What are its essential features. its reHow similar or different are racism and

What is their relation?

When and where historically did

racism first take hold, on the evidence available to us?

How exclusively

or generally is it associated with European colonialism and with capitalism?
Obviously we can neither address nor settle all these questions
here.
racism.

Moreover, how we approach them depends first on our definition of
Modifying current conceptions slightly (Benedict 1942;

Berghe 1967;

Banton 1970, 197.3;

van den

Stepan 1982), I regard racism as any

body of thought which holds that some peoples or ethnic 'groups' are
inherently superior or inferior to others on hereditary grounds that
preclude prospects of change in their qualities and relations.

Racialism,

like others, I regard as the institutional practice and structure of
discrimination and pre:erence between differing peoples on racial
(Benedict 1968,

98;

1970, .38-.39).

~ acialism s~ould

van den Eerghe 1967. 11;

Banton 1970, 17-18;

groun~

~ex

therefore never occur apart from racism;

but racism may occur in contexts that prevent its expression in" institutional
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forms, as, for instance, in Palestine under the British mandate or
Germany under the Weimar republic, and racism and racialism may occur
together or separately in racially homogeneous societies.

The reasons

why that sometimes happens are too familiar to detain us.
Certain writers (e.g., Banton 1970, p. 18;

1975, 1983;

Banton & Harwood, 1977) restrict the concept of racism to societies and
cultures that have explicit ideas of race as hereditary divisions of mankind similar to those of Victorian biology and anthropology.

While

noting its "great variety of meanings in the eighteenth, nineteenth and
twentieth centuries". Stepan (1982. xxi-xxii). who traces its history
in modern science and history, "takes the word to mean whatever scientists
have decided it to mean ••• rather than to test past ideas against present
ones or to present 'reality'" (ibid •• xvii).

(1950. 1951. 1964. 1967) Statements on

~ace

Summarising UNESCO's
and Race Prejudice,

1964 'Moscow Declaration' of biologists Qiiernaux 1965. cited

the
in Rex.

1970. 4) concludes that
"the concept of race as used by the biologists has no
relevance to the political differences among men ••••
(but; the whole notion of race and racism as it appears
~n

popular discussion is concerned with these political

differences."
Van den 3erghe's position is broadly similar, but like Benedict, be (1967, 11)
defines racism as
"any set of beliefs that organic. genetically transmitted
differences (whether real or imagined) between human
groups are intrinsically associated with ••• certain
soc~ally

relevant abilities or characteristics. thence

that such differences are a legitimate basis of invidious
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distir.ctions between groups socially defined as races."
On the other side are those who assert "the historical
specificity of race in the modern world" (nall 1980, J08) without
definir~

either concept, and claim that
"race relations are directly linked with economic processesj

historically, with the epochs of conquest,

colonization and mercantilist domination, and currently,
with the 'unequal exchanges' which characterize the
economic relations between developed metropolitical and
'under-developed' satellite economic regiOns of the
world economy" (ibid., J08).
To that end, Rozat and Bartra (1960, 287-291) deny that concepts
of race and racism arose before the eighteenth century, perhaps beginning
with the Systema Naturae of Linnaeus
capitalism (v. also Guillaumin 19801

(~)

at the birth of industrial

Pierre-Charles 1980;

Ernst 1980).

However, presenting a Soviet view, Cheboksarov (1980, 347-8) puts their
origins two centuries earlier.
"In the early days of capitalism (sixteenth-nineteenth
centuries), when the European powers first seized their
colonies and, in so doing, came into collision with peoples
of different races, racism served as a pretext for the
ruthless exploitation, and frequent extermination, of
American Indians, Africans, and many of the indigenous
populations of southern Asia, Australia and Oceania.
Henceforward, racism in all its forms -- morphological,
physiological, and later even psychological -- was to
become a major justification for colonialism, and for the
neo-colonialism whi.:! replaced it after the Second World War.

It
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Cheboksarov (ibid., )48) also remarks that
"During the second quarter of the nineteenth century,
the science of anthropology was still in its infancy,
and the concepi of 'race' was extremely vague in
specialist and popular thinking alike.

The term

frequently indicated a community of ethnic, linguistic,
national and other social features;

or~y

on the rarest

occasions did it refer to the biological subdivisions
of mankind."
The historical and methodological errors in that passage ni cely illustrate
the means by which many scholars now stoutly deny that concepts of race
or racism antedated Victorian biology and capitalism.
The effect of s~ch 'presentist' concepts, which Banton

(1963, 3J)

neatly defines a.s "the tendency to interpret other historical periods
in terms of the concepts, values and understandings of the present time",
is to restrict concepts of race and racism to modern sc1ence and b1ology,
thus supporting the a.rguments of Rout" Bartra, Guilla.um1n, Pierre-Charles,
Hall, Greenberg (1980, 40) and a.lso Cox

(1948)

and Williams

(1946),

who

identify these ideas eXClusively with the modern period and processes
of European expansion, colon1&118. and capitalist development s1nce the
discoveries of Columbus.

As we shall see, the data and concepts of

science on which Banton, 3tepan and others base such 'presentist'
(Banton

196J, JJ)

etymologies and definitions of race are neither

complete nor appropriate, and the consequences of their intellectual
errors are of special interest.

Guided by such definitions, if we

agreed that ideas of race and racism are only found among West European
peoples from the sixteer.th century onward rather than from the m1d-

I

eighteenth century as Banton, Bozat and Bartra, and others claim, they

.~1.

wOul~remain

historically inseparable from the eras of European colonialism

and domination of foreign peoples on the one hand, and the development
of modern capitalism in northwest

~ope

on the other.

Accordingly

such defir.itions would associate the origin and history of these con.~

cepts and practices so exclusively and closely with European colonialism

'--../J

and capitalism that their origins as effects of those processes and
their close relations with the economic interests of dominant 'classes'
would seem transparent and undeniable.
However, historians trace the
the fifteenth century, when Leonardo da Vinci, Paracelsus, Giordano
Bruno and Jean Bodin in the sixteenth century theorised about the
varieties of man, about man's relation to the animals, and made explicit
use of racial concepts and distinctions as biological terms.

Contra

Aristotle (1941, 6J4, 675-80) and Hippocrates (v. Montagu 1973, 13),
Leonardo (1452-1519) observed that
"the black races in Ethiopia are not the product of the
sun;

for if black gets black with child in Scythia the

offspring is black, but if a black gets a white woman
with child the offspring is grey.

And this shows

that the seed of the mother has power in the embryo
equally with that of the father" (Slotkin, 1965, 39).
In the year after Leonardo's death, Paracelsus (1493-1541)
formulated the heretical theory of a polygenetic origin of mankind to
account for the recently discovered races of men in America and elsewhere (v. 3lotkin 1965, 42).

Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) restated this

hypothesis poetically and in explicitly biological terms.
./ "}

I

"Of many colors
Are the species of men, and the black race
Of the Ethiopians, and the yellow offspring of America,
And that which lies hidden in the caves of r,eptune,
And the Pygmies always shut up in the hills •••
Cannot be traced to the same descent, nor are they sprung
From the generative force of a single progenitor.
Every islar.d everywhere can give a beginning to things,
Although the same form is not preserved everywhere the same,
For one species flourishes in one place, another in another •
• •• The three races had three Fatriarchs."

(ibid., 4)

Jean Bodin (15)0-1596) considered the variety of men more
systematically, rejecting the traditional geographical explanation of
Hippocrates, along with those of scripture and theology, and tentatively
attributed differing temperaments to certain contrasted stocks.
"The people of the South are of a contrarie humour and
disposition to them of the North;
they are little and weak;

these are great and strong,

they of the North hot and moyst,

the others cold and dry, ••• the one hath a flaxen haire
and a faire skin, the other hath both haire and skin black;
the one feareth cold, and the other heate"

(ibid., 4)).

However,
"we see in climates that be alike and of the same elevation
foure notable differences of people in colour without
speaking of other qualities" (ibid., 4)), namely,
"duskish ••• like
••• white

(a!".d~

•• a roasted quinze, ••• black,.

chestnut" in different countries, "all
... r ;,..-

--- ' y,
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beinG in like latitude and like cliates" (ibid., 4).
Such ideas were

~ot

purely acad.emic.

Disputes within the

Catholic church about the humanity of the Amerindians began formally
at the Council of Burgos in 1512 when Friar Bernardo de r-:esa proposed
their natural servitude on Aristotelian grounds, and continued until

1537 when Pope Paul III declared that "these same Indians are true
men, ••• and are capable of receiving the Christian faith" (Zavala 1964,

35-6, 42).

The highlight of this controversy was the famous debate in

Seville between Bartolomeo de las Casas and Juan Gines de Sepulveda on
the humanity of the Indians and their relation to the rest of mankind
(ibid., 4, 11-43).
In 1684 Fran~ois Bernier (1620-1688) formulated a comprehensive
racial classification of mankind.
"There are four or five species or races of men ••• whose
difference is so remarkable that it .ay properly be made
use of as the foundation for a new division of the earth.
I comprehend under the first species ••• all Europe, except
a part of l':uscovy •• and a small part of (North) Africa, •••
and a good part of (Western and Southern) Asia •••

Under

the second species I put the whole of Africa. ,', The third
species comprehends (the rest of ASia)",
the fourth species •.•

The Lapps make

As to the Americans (Indians), they

are in truth most of them olive-coloured, and have their
faces modelled in a different way from ours.

.:;till I

do not find the difference sufficiently great to make of
ther;, a peculiar species different from ours., ... (Slatkin 1965,
In the late seventeenth century, as

.
controversy raged between polygenists
.

~- 5).

.

----.----- -

and monoger.ists
.- -_..•. ...-.. ..on the variety of mankind, Edwari Tyson (1650-1708),
)

dissecting a

chimp~~zee

and noting its similarity to man, mistook it
/ ,"j
.. J

!
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for a pygmy or homo sylvestris, under the influence of prevailing classifications (nodgen 1964, 418-9).
Thus long before Linnaeus assimilated man to other anthropoids
in 17J5 and distincuished Europeans, America.I'ls (Indians), Asiatics

(J·jo~olsj,

and Africans as four varieties of mankind, several scholars, from
Leonardo and Bodin to Bernier and Tyson, had put forward similar
classifica. tions.

However, it was not until the tenth edition of his

Systema Na.turae in 1758-9 that Linnaeus first characterised the different
races of men in psychological and cultural terms as well as physically.
He then described Homo Americanus as "reddishly choleric, erect.
Obstinate, merry, free •••

Regulated by customs", while Homo Europaeus

was "white, sanguine, muscular...
by laws";

gentle, acute, inventive ••• governed

Homo Asiaticus was "sallow, melancholy, stiff •••

haughty, avaricious.

severe,

iiuled by opinions", and Homo Mer "black,
•

jl

phlegmatiC, relaxed ••• crafty, indolent, negligent ••• Governed by
caprice" (.3lotkin 1965, 177-8).

Thus Linnaeus first of these scholars

stereotyped the races of man psychologically and culturally, and thereby
implicitly identified biological differences of race as the basis and
explanation of their differing cultural development and values.
Whether such ideas became elements of popular thought in Linnaeus'
day or earlier merits detailed study.

Linnaeus, moreover, accepted

Aristotle's belief in the fixity of species, the Christian teaching that
"God created a single hwnan pair" (ibid., 180), and the idea of an
unbroken chain of being which linked man with the animals that then
dominated biological thought.

He therefore discussed the relation of

human races to the species Eomo, which he ironically classified .as a
quadruped to associate man with animals, holding that "species and genus

I

are always the work of nature, varieties. often that of art, class
and order, tr.e result of nature and art united" (ibid •• 180).
Buffon (1707-1788) and Johann Blumenbach (1752-1840), both

-

monogenesisists who followed Linnaeus, developed and modified his ideas.
Unlike Linnaeus, Buffon had a dynamic view of the evolut:on of human
varieties, but agreed with Linnaeus that man was related to the animals.
Blumenbach emphasised the physical differences of man and animals, and in
1781 distinguishedJfive human races. the Caucasian (white), l'iongolian
(olive), Ethiopian (black), American (copper) and

~alayan (deep brownj.

"

by physical criteria without associated stereotypes of mental and cultural
orientatio~

Blumenbach also cited various physical features that

-'

distinguished the races of mankind and tried to explain their differences
by biological processes of "degeneration", "the mother of varieties
properly so called" (Slotkin 1965, 190-191), while holding that "There
is but one species of the genus man;

and all people ••• may have origin-

ated from one common stock" (ibid., 191).
As these data show, the idea that concepts of race first emerged
in Western

in the eighteenth or nineteenth centuries is clearly

~urope

fallacious.

Without seeking their roots in ancient thought, these

ideas,were certainly

lfJu~clJI?'!f~ttlCj

i~l~eptia~

in an. d before the fifteenth to seven-

Z&J /(JctoJiON (f9'JX" 1/t57.~

118-119.

16€"-1';9)

_

eenthcen 1-es among :1enaissance t;h!;kerSf, in eirlier anil contemporary

English accounts of Ireland, and in similar contexts at other periOds,
such as France after the Frankish invasion (Benedict 1942,
1967, 224-51

Gobineau 185J-4);

after the death of

ThoL~S

Poliakov

in ~orma.n England from 1066 until

Becket, as well as Spain and

~ussia

(Poliakov

1967, 22J-6), :r. the F'ulani calip:.ate in lageria (v. t •. G.Smith 1965, 1J2),
in the Tutsi
in ancient

k~"lgdoms

In~:a

~

(?~c?J3!i;:~

of :'uanda and Burundi (van den Berghe 1967, 12);

from the initial Aryan conquests that instituted

var~a

:/

as caste and prescribed their relations;
elsewhere.

in Y.atabeleland, Ankole, and

It is thus doubly mistaken to identify ideas of race and

racism exclusively with Europe and with modern biology, since their prevalence in other regions, cultures and periods is amply attested, and since
nineteenth century biological and anthropological notions of race, however
elaborate, were no less pseudo-scientific than those folk ideas and
classifications of the

br~~ches

of mankind that were their source and

core.
3uch leading theorists of racial differences as cultural determinants as Arthur de Gobineau, Knox, Agassiz, Nott and Gliddon, who
published their views before the Origin of Species in 1859, all perceived
race in biological terms no

~ore

remote from Mendel's model of genetic

inheri tance than did ,:)arwin himself.

Indeed, the principle of 'survival

of the fittest' by processes of natural selection was formulated earlier
by Herbert Spencer.

Nothing in Darwin s work or in that of his leading
I

contemporaries such as Huxley, Galton or Haackel anticipated Mendel's
theory of particulate genetic determination of biological characters,
which remained unknown to Western scholars during their lifetimes.

To

that degree, Darwin's theory rested on assumptions of natural and sexual
selection and mutation that were neither more self-evident or verifiable
than Lamarck's postulate of the inheritance of acquired characteristics,
or Cuvier's ideas of successive catastrophes and creations.

Hence to

regard as 'scientific' Darwin's theory of evolution and the associated
Social Darwinist ideas of race relations and conflict as examples of the
struggle for survival ar.d survival of the fittest, while classifying
earlier conceptions and theories as pre-scientific, indicates either an
anachronistic or an oddly Victorian :dea of science that is neither adequate

I

nor comprehensive.

If, as many modern biologists believe, Victorian

biology and science, including Darwin's 'theory', were erroneous and
'unscientific' in various ways, as is quite evident in the works of
Knox, Hunt, Nott and Gliddon, etc., there is little reason either to
classify Gobineau's theory as 'scientific' .nile excluding that of
Boulainvilliers a century earlier, or to do likewise with Spencer's
'Social Darwinism', despite its Lama.rck1&n basis.
The definition of science that inforas our classification is
cri tical here.

If modern biology or biological science is based on

the development of Mendelian theory and Darwin's work .as not, ideas of
race and racism associated with Darwin's work are also non or pre-scientific.
However, scientia, from which the term science derives, means the pursuit
or accumulation of knowledge, as well as knovledge itself.
pursuit and accuauIation obviously involves

co~ison,

Such

verification,

and other 'scientific' procedures, without necesaarUy involving a
uniform methodology.

On such cri tera, sodem 'science' flourished

and developed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as veIl as the
nineteenth and twentieth, though in differing forma, .aya and contexts,
and with differing results.
During the nineteenth century, biological and anthropological

data, method and theories concerning the origins and variety of mankind
and other species underwent a series of shifts from the transformism of
Lamarck and catastrophism of Cuvier to the racial typologies and theories
of Knox, Hunt, Nott and Gliddon, Agassiz, Gobineau and others, the social
Darwinism of Herbert Spencer and his followers, the evolutionary theories
of Darwin and Huxley, the rival theory of savage degeneration, and finally
Mendelian genetics.

Excluding the theories of Mendel and Darwin, all
-;;

Lf-/

these ideas have since been discarded as erroneous and inappropriate on
various grounds. like their antecedents. the theory of polygenesis, the
great chain of being, the fixity of species, the biological uniqueness of
Nonetheless we cannot deny that those theses and associated

man, etc.

investigations were important elements of the biology of their times,
any less so than Darwinian evolutionism, whose non-experimental character
and lack of genetic foundations they shared.

Thus even if certain con-

cepts of race are nowadays presented as products of modern SCience, such
ideas were important modes of Western thought in the late fifteenth
century and earlier, and were clearly stimulated by the discoveries of
Marco Polo, Columbus, Vasco da Gama and Magellan.
If erroneously classified as a 'scientific' doctrine, 'racism'
is, however mildly, implicit in Linnaeus' final typology of the varieties
of man, which assigns psychological and cultural dispositions to different
races and which may well have summarised his personal interpretation of
--. racial
~N

prevailing

stereotypes.

Yet it would be as erroneous to

claim that popular ideas of race and ra.ciu aust have modern scientific
origins in order to have scientific value and aerit study,

&8

to discard

such notions as family, Mr%'1a.ge, sex, class, tribe, supply, deund, utility,
speCies, adaptation or aind, atter, force or aotion, on that ground.
Far froa generating new terms and concepts for diffusion in popular
thought, modern science aore commonly takes over familiar polysem1c
words or phrases to designate and facllit&te such topics of study as
reI igion, witchcraft, or pol i tical orga.nisation, and then, in light of
its data, theory and analytiC procedures, redefines those terms technically to guide its investigations and analyses, systematic observations
&nd empirical tests.

In that way also folk concepts of race first

entered the language and structure of eaerging biological and anthropological

+Lf
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thought concerning the origin, unity and variety of aankind, following
the prolonged controversy over the polygenetic or aonogenetic theories
~,~" .~-

of the origins of _n.

~-

' -,.-

That controversy had four principal foci, naAely,

the physical variety of human stocks, their geographical distribution,
ethnological relations, and differing levels of cultural development.

Racism as cultural theory.
The nature and extent of cultural variations uong mankind
SUCCinctly posed for Western thinkers the problea of savagery, that is,
how best to understand and account for the persistence of such primitive
cul tures with their rudimentary technologies t bizarre religious 'beliefs,
and frequently barbaric customs, scattered cann1baliSll, and apparently
'promiscuous' sexual behaviour, etc.

"-ny also asked what light could

such cultural features and differences shed on the natures of the peoples
who practised them .
On both questions, opinions divided among European philosophers,
clergy and social theorists throughout these centuries, fro. Sepulveda
and la.s Casas to Bodin and from Monta1gDe to Darwin, Marx and Spencer.
As regards the nature of 'the savage', conclusions differed, partly as
functions of the cultures chosen to illustrate thea, and. partly as a
function of the thinker's social and political philosophy.

Thus, like

Juan Gines de Sepulveda, da G&ma, Duarte Pacheco Pereira. Antonio Malefante.
Captain John Lok. Peter Heylin (Hodgen 1964. 361-7), the Arab explorer
Leo Africanus, Mandeville (1714), John Wesley and aany others believed
that savages were brutish, bea.stly, and at best doubtfully human.

"To

compare them with horses or, any of our doaestic an1Jlals would be doing

'f)
. /
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them too much honour", wrote John Wesley (1703-91) (Hodgen 1964, 367) of
Eskimos, Samoyeds and Lapps in his diary.

Nearly two centuries earlier

Edmund Spenser the poet (1552-1599) and William Camden the historian

(1551-1623) had written likewise of the "savage Irish" (ibid., 365-6).
Prospero's attitude to Ca.1iban 10 Shakespeare's Tempest conveys many
elements of that contemporary stereotype of savagery and the savage, as
does Tholll&S Hobbes' (1651) sketch of life in "the state of nature",
"solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short" set in the war of "every

aa.n

against every man."
The relations of such intensely ethnocentric and negative stereotypes to racist ideas during these centuries are too obvious to need
comment;

and they demonstrate the emergence of racism from the earliest

days of exploration and before the beginnings of European colonisation
and capitalism, mercantilist or industrial.

Moreover, as the Anglo-Irish

record clearly shows, racist ideas and attitudes had long pervaded relations
between various European peoples before they came into contact with
blacks, Amerindians and others overseas.

Racist propensities and

attitudes that were inherently ethnocentric 10 source and character were
therefore important features of European cultures long before Europeans
made contact with non-white peoples 10 other countries and climates.
The attitudes of the

~nglish

to the Irish, Scots and Welsh (Hodgen 1964,

364-5) had parallels in those of the Span1&rds and Germans to Jews.

Franka

to Gauls, Germans to Slavs, Norse.en to Lapps (Poliakov 1967. 223-229) and
so on.

To derive European racism fro. colonisation and capitalist ex-

ploitation as some would do (UNiSCO 1980,

WUl1aas 1946.

Cox 1948). or

from errors of nineteenth century biology and anthropology (Banton 1970,1975.

1983) abridges its history so severely that its study and analysis are
.I

~ .- {: .. :-
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doomed in advance to distortion and error.
An opposite view of savagery and savages that was put forward
by Columbus (who nonetheless abducted several Aaerindians for display
in Spain), by John Verrazani, Bartolomeo de las casas, Val ter Raleigh,
Peter Martyr, Montaigne, Jean de Lery, John Locke, J-P. Lafitau and
Rousseau among many others, also finds expression in Shakespeare's
Tempest (Hodgen 1964, 367-378).

The congruence of such positive opinions

of 'savage' people with monogenetic views of the origin and variety of
mankind is as patent as that of negative stereotypes with polygenesis.
However, even those who presented accounts of 'savages'

&8

intelligent,

generous, kindly, moral and admirable in every way had somehow to account
for their low levels of cultural development and their attachment to such
cultural practices as nudity, suttee, human sacrifice and cannibalism,
among other customs regarded by most Europeans as 'unnatural' and
aa.nifest horrors.

Those like Montaigne, Peter Martyr, Locke, Vico,

Montesquieu and Hume, who recognised the influence of familiar customs
and collective ideas on our assessments and understandings of exotic
peoples and things I interpreted alien practices in perspectives of
cultural relatiVism, as Montaigne .ost persuasively argued in his
celebrated essay on Cannibals (1580).

Such viewpoints spread gradually

among liberal literati, but made slow headway against the prevailing
tendency to adopt European -- and typically the 1ndi vidual •s own -culture as an absolute standard and objective scale for application to
cultures everywhere, to measure their development and rank them and
their peoples.
As regards

'explar~tions'

of savagery, before Lafitau's (1724)

explicitly evolutionary interpretation of Iroquois culture, these were

"/ 7;
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either mooted in theological ar.i Biblical terms with reference to the
Fall, the Flood, and the doctrine of original sin, or in secular terms
such as polygenesis, or the geographical theory of progressive degener-

ation.

" ,,,,=,- ,,, ,,,,,,,,, - ".,

The latter claimed that biological and cultural degeneration

resulted from successive migrations in which heathen 'tribes' lost
or distorted the morals and institutions of their ancestors, until they
came to have the differing cultures and attributes observed when they
were first 'found' by Europeans.

These secular and scriptural 'expla-

nations' of savagery as results of the lapse and degeneration of the
relloter branches of mankind are both quite compatible and mutually
support the lIonogenist doctrine the Christian churches upheld.
'Degeneration' theorists simultaneously tried to account for the differing
physical features of geographically separate branches of aankind as
effects of their dispersal in differing cones, compounded by their
diverse cultural degeneration, and so concurred with Buffon's theory
of the geographical causes of racial difference.

However, following

the leads of La.fitau and Montesquieu, such eighteenth century thinkers
as Turgot, Adam Ferguson (1723-1816), John Millar (173.5-1810), Lord
Monboddo (1714-1799), Ii illiam R0 bertaon (1721-1793) and others de vel oped
general ideas of the evolution of huaan culture and social "institutions
that ignored race and sought to account for savagery, barbarislI and
civilisation as institutional outco.es of ecology, isolation and other
factors (Slotkin 196.5, 412-9, 420-460).

By thus separating the study

of cultural variation and development froll physical anthropology, these
a.-.q' ~G:1

writers, with occasional lapses as in the books of MonboddL: demonstrably
regarded raCe as irrelevant to the study of hwu.n cultures and their
evolution.

I

Thanks to the insight and influence of Edward Tylor (1865, 1871)
the racist theories of social and cultural evolution advocated in the
mid-nineteenth century by Agassiz, Knox, Nott, Gliddon, Gobineau, Hunt
and others (Stanton, 1960), while dominant from 1850-1869 for a variety
of political and economic reasons, never recaptured their early domination
of cultural theory and studies (stocking 1968, 1971), for all their
pernicious influence on Western popular thought in the heyday of
European imperialism and Nazism and their persistence to the present as
a strong force.

This may have been partly due to the dual sources and

foci of European racism.

Among peoples of European stock,

:I.d:~=!:t:I'• •tb'

~~a~ categories were more often ethnic than racial in their referenc~

~~ere further confused by equating nation or ethnic 'group' with

race, thus identifying the French, Inglish, German, Jewish, Slav,
Gypsy etc. as distinct races.
doo-_~~

~?o'~~,£~ti.~on*p~!,"'q' H88-~k.~

'race' denoted such physically diverse stock as Negroes,

Amerindians, Mongols, Malays and Whi tea, as earlier distinguished. by
Blumenoach, together with any others, such as Australian Aborigines,
Melanesians, Pygmies or Bushmen that did not readily fall into any of
Blumenbach's categories.
This brief sketch of the relations of race and racisa to the
development of 'scientific' work in physical anthropology, or human
biology as it is now sometimes known, raises the questionl

how does

racism differ from other s.ets of ethnic prejudices and/or ethnocentrism?
As Rose (1951;

1969) /~JY ;emarks,

while ethnic prejudice has "existed

in most parts of the world and at all periods of history, it has not been
universal"J

but since, as these European data show, racism subsumes and

organises such prejudices ideologically, to reach the roots of racism
we have to look at ethnocentrism.

I

Ethnocentrism refers to the distinctive attitudes, 'group'
preferences, sentiments, opinions and evaluations that members of ethnic
Thus its

'groups' collectively hold regarding themselves and others.

referents include certain other 'ethnic groups' of whom a given people
have direct experience or hearsay report.

Usually, though not always,

I

in earlier centuries and even today, for most continental peoples, such
criteria severely restricted the scope and objects of ethnocentric ideas,
and precluded general classifications or theories of mankind, other than
those provided by religion.

Ethnocentrism therefore differs from such

comprehensive racist schemes as those of Gobineau, Chamberlain, etc., in
its more restricted scope and range.

It also differs in other ways.

Ethnocentrism often, but not always, holds up one population,
their social organisation, culture and values, as the fit .easure of
other .en and their works.

For obvious reasons, as Montaisne saw,

people attribute intrinsic value to theaselves, their culture and
institutions, and regard these most faa1liar forma and ideas as the
best measure of all that is strange.

In central Nigeria it is common

for tribal peoples such as the Kadara or lagoro to refer to theaselves
by their word for '.en'.

However, such designations do not iap1y that

such neighbouring tribes as the Gwari or Katab are not aen; merely that
they are 'other men', not 'our aen' but different and strange.

Thus

the implicit dichotomy .ere1y contrasts the familiar and the unfaa111ar,
the speaker's people and strangers.

While it stresses difference, it

does not include denigration, but iaplies parity even for groups regarded
as hostile.

The collective beliefs and attitudes of such tribesmen

complement this value-neutral classification, as so do the basic institutions of language, kinship and cult that together

~.~

demarcate~

...

ethnic

:;"0

As these people say of one another, "They have their goda,

boundaries.
we have ours J

their spirits look after them and ours look after us J

have their customs, we have ours."

they

The benign ethnocentrism expressed
Given the social

in such statements has a simple basis and explanation.

organisation of these peoples and their neighbours, neither is capable
of conceiving, much less achieving the forcible domination of any other.
Indeed none of these populations has yet developed the necessary institutional basis for inclusive organisation as a political unit under
effective central direction.

In effect their coamon fragmentation

excludes the needs and incentives for negative
one another.

Despite lthe4pride in}triba.l

ethni~

stereotypes of

ident~and

couitments

to their cultures and communities, the neutral ethnocentrism of these
tribes is especially significant since it enjoins corresponding tolerance
and recognition of other peoples and cultures, though unfamiliar.
We are confronted, then, by the contrast between a genuinely
benign ethnocentrism and the more familiar variety common in developed
societies that involves prejudice~and negative stereotypes of other
peoples.

When ethnocentric beliefs and ideas denigrate and stereotype

other peoples and their cultures, they become racist if they assume
that the negatively valued traits are hereditary, ineradicable and transmitted by descent.
Of course racisms vary among themselves.
doctrine, seeks to include and rank all of II&nkind.

Some, like de Gobinea.u's
Others such as that

of the pre-Elizabethan English in Ireland, apply to certain populations
only.

Yet in either case the attributes and potentials of those involved

are ascribed to descent and inheritance.

But as traditional societies

are modally and often prescriptively endogamous on one hand, and

~

their cultures change little and slowly, in the absence of appropriate

I

theories of culture and of genetic inheritance, it is neither necessary
nor possible to distinguish those ethnic characteristics, attitudes and
behavioural propensities that are or may be biologically transmitted from
those that are strictly cultural.

Thus when the folk beliefs of one

people combine negative or positive expectations of another with assumptions of their hereditary nature and transmission, they generally involve
or imply some assumptiOns, however vague, that the behavioural capacities
and tendencies of themselves and the others are inherently different.
Such assumptions do not usually distinguish biological and cultural
inheritance, as all involved may be physically alike, and cultural stability
over successive generations is generally assumed to demonstrate biological
inheri tance, as in Elizabethan English views of the Irish, German views
of Slavs, Frankish views of Gauls, and European stereotypes of foreign
races and peoples in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

For when

Europeans of such differing ethnic stocks as Portuguese, Spaniards,

1IlC~

English, French and Dutch, who were all already

.§:icy' , .

to stereotype

others nega ti vely, encountered Africans, Indo-Aryans, Amerindians, Mongols
or Australoids, who differed physically, whose conduct they often deplored,
and whose beliefs, idea.a, technology, sorals and ways of life differed
strikingly from their own, they commonly assumed that such people were
incapable of living otherwise, and thus laid the basis for the cOllprehenaive racisms of Knox, Gobinea.u, Nott, Gliddon, Richard Wagner and others.
Together with the need, on theological, scientific, philosophical
and pragmatic grounds, to formulate sose universally comprehensive classification of the varieties of mankind to meet the differing requisites and
criteria of action of these diverse paradigms, Europeans already inclined
to stereotype negatively one another·s cultures and ethnic ·groups·,
and to assume biological bases for cultural differences, gradually
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generAlised and systematised their racial typologies and stereotypes by
.

, ~acist

ideologies and theories that eventually sought to omit no one, and

left little free of biological determinants.

In this way, enriched,

distended and diversified by the aany bizarre errors of nineteenth
century biology, anthropology and 'scientific' thought, and by the
inexorable processes of social and economic change that were then
gathering momentum, the slow mutant weed of racism spread fast and
freely among the European elites until it achieved its fullest flower
in Adolf Hitler's Nazism, an ideology and practice that almost destroyed
two European peoples, and if not checked .ight have destroyed others
before turning to races elsewhere.

Pluralism and its varieties
American SOCiological notions of pluralism refer pr1aarily to
contexts in which diverse interests of groups and people generate complex
networks of cross-cutting relations, the social conditions with which
Tocquevllle and others have identified. democratic vitality (Leo Kuper 1969,
7-26).

At most, as in the work of M. Gordon

(1964.

1975), that notion

may only denote situations in which cultural pluralism characterises the
private domain of a society whose ae.bars have equal and identical rights
in the public domain.

There 1s no Western SOCiological tradition known

tlK c{/sf,..;.,(jUI if:Uf ~ 7C51-J

to me that tries to deal with situations of social and,~ctural pluralis.~
in a general theory of human societies, other than that initiated by
J.S.Furnivall (1948).
By pluralism. as indicated long ago (Salth 1956.
1969b, 90-151. 1969c, 415-458.

1969&, 27-65.

van den Berghe 1969), I understand the range
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of social situations in which collectivities within a common society exhibit
such differences of institutional culture' as language, kinship and mating,
religion, internal stratification, sport, art, education or property,
whether or not those differences significantly distinguish citizens
in the market-place, in the polity, at law, or in other sectors and
structures of the public domain, such as the state bureaucracy, the armed
services or the universities.

The prevalence of such plural divisioUS

Js

in most contemporary states that present themselves as 'national' societies
is too gross and well known to need documentation.

It is unfortunately

the lot of the overwhelming majority of mankind to live in aggregates
with this character and composition.

Hence, if for no other reason, it

is necessary to develop an adequate framework for their study and analysis.
Whether or not prevailing conditions of cultural pluralism
differentiate their adherents in the public domain of political, economic,
educational, occupational and other collective activities, interests and
affairs, depends on their institutionalisation in law or in the polity's
written or unwritten constitution.

Wherever a population 1s composed

of aggregates that practise differing institutions and versions of the
same institutions without concomitant differences of their status and
opportunities in the public domain, cultural pluralism prevails without
accompanying disjunctions and discontinuities of civil and political
status, by virtue of the fact that the political culture has defined
and institutionalised such differences as equivalent and optional alternatives open to citizens in their private lives. that is. in the private
domain.

The freedom of Whites in New York or San Francisco to participate

equally in all affairs and sectors of the local state and national public
domain, while practising divergent private cultures, indicates that

I

.i
,,;

(kc-cAof ~8!:J
cultural pluralism and political equality are there compatibl~ 1he
differing cultural segments of these populations have no distinct
status in the common public domains in which their members are incorporated as equals on uniform

(~Y !-r~!)
:::=-

univ~istic

criteria.

When cultural differences _o~_ the institutional kinds listed above
distinguish and contrapose collectl~ef .lormali) as coordinates and. equals
in the common public domain, so that individuals must first be members
of one or other of those segments in order to participate in the wider
polity, we have to recognise the social pluralism of the whole, based on
the cul tural pl ural1sm of its various segments, all of which are inc orporated as equivalents.

Thus socl&l pluralism assumes and subsumes the

cultural pluralism of segments incorporated as equivalent in the polity.
Switzerland, Belgium, and the LebaDon from 1943-1975 illustrate this
system, as also did Suriname from 1948-1974 (Dew 1978), Malaysia 1955-1969
(Milne 1967) and Cyprus 1960-1963 (Ujphart 1977), though in the: cases
the relations between their segments were unequal and complementary rather
than equivalent.
When collectivities that differ in institutional

practi~s

and

cultural forms are incorporated differentially in the common public
domain as aggregates of unequal rilbts and status, the cultural and social
pluralisms already noted are subsuaed and amplified by the differential
incorporation that generates the structural pluralism of the inclusive
society.

Thus besides those societies in which cultural pluralism

occurs on its own, being incorporated universalistically as relevant only
to the private domain, we have to recognise the modes of social pluralism
that institutionalise disjunctions between collectivities distinguished
on cultural grounds, incorporated as equal or compl ement&ry units, and
structural pluralism generated by the differential incorporation of

..:s;..
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sections that differ in cultural rebources and practice as radically unequal
layers of an inclusive plural society whose ruling group mayor may not
form the numerical majority of the population, as in Ulster, foialaysia,
tl.exico, the former British colonies in Africa and the Far East (Furnivall

1948) or the West Indies (Macmillan 1937.

Smith 1965).

Societies ordered

by differential incorporation and structural pluralism are hierarchic
pluralities, while those based on the equivalent incorporation of
culturally distinct collectivities are segmental pluralities.

Finally,

since such countries as South Africa, colonial Suriname, Malaysia, Fiji,
Trinidad and India base their social orders on consantaneous structures
of differential, equivalent and universalistic incorporation, it is
necessary to distinguish them as complex pluralities from the simple
segmental and hierarchic pluralities whose diverse structures they combine.
While all societies characterised by cultural pluralism can be
regarded as plural societies, that concept has been used in differing
senses, first by J. S. Furnivall (1948) and then by myself (Saith 1960a),
initially to isolate those societies in which "the dominant cultural
section
whole."

constitut~a

small minority wielding power over the unit as a

After reflection (Smith 1969,

38. 1984a. 152. in press).

that demographic criterion was relaxed to accommodate as plural all
societies that displayed social or structural pluralism by the equivalent
or differential incorporation of collectivities in their public domain,
while the broader category of pluralism vas reserved for all that displayed
cultural pluralism, whether or not their populations were also incorporated
differentially or segmentally.

Thus while the term plural society varies

definitionally in its reference, pluralism denotes all situations in
which coexisting aggregates differ in inatitutional practice, whether
or not their members participate directly and &a equals in the public
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domain of their common society, de jure or

d~

facto •

. The distinction between de jure and de facto conditions of
incorporation is often decisive.

After the U.S. Civil War, all Negroes

in the Southern or Confederate States were de jure free citizens of the
Republic.

De facto they neither had the vote, being unregistered, nor

did they enjoy the normal protections and procedures of American Common
Law, being subjected without redress to lynchings, rape, evictions and
various other abuses which they dared not report for fear of reprisals
(Turner, 1962).

Thus the de jure status and the de facto position of

Sou them U. S. Nagroes at that time differed sharply I

as also did the

situation in African colonies of native populations subjected to unpaid
forced labour, arbitrary requEttions and chiefly abuse, froll the foraal
proclamations of their 'paternalistic' governments.

Wherever such

discrepancies occur. as with those divergences of social and biological
criteria of race discussed above, it is always essential, as Max Weber
advised (1947. 137), to examine thea carefully in their contexts. and to
treat the de facto criteria and conditions as sociologically decisive.
Thus each of the three alternative aodes of incorporation mentioned
above, universalistic or uniform, equivalent or segmental. and d.1fferent1al,
should be understOOd at two levels, at the de jure level of. constitutional
or legal prescription, and at the de facto level of practice that defines
the actual situation of those involved.
categories I

What follows assumes both

and also that wherever the two diverge, the de facto

condition is SOCiologically decisive.
With others mentioned below, these concepts should enable us to
study ethnic and racial phenomena and relations with greater precision,
objectivity and comprehensiveness.

That is so because they identify the'

three alternative modes by which all societies 1ncorporate collectivities
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of all kinds, racial, ethnic or other, and articulate their members in
the public domain.

In modern states the publlc domaln involves such

regulatory and mediatory structures as law courts, markets, pollce,
educational lnstitutions, trade unions and other occupational a.ssocla tions, firms, the armed services and state bureaucracy, and those
religious or other structures that relate directly to it.

If not

state-organised, the public domain coincides with the set of those
social units and their relations that constitutes the regulative
corporate organisation of the inclusive society (Smith 1969, )8-39).
Since in either case the scope and boundaries of the public domain
residually define the private domain,

~inventories

of public struc-

elj

tures, processes, rights, obligations and relations automatically indicate
the activities, interests, opportunities, relationships and other aatters
that are formally open to individual choice as equally immaterial to the
regulation of public affairs by constitutional and legal norms.

The cOrporate organisatlon.
To

stu~

racial and ethnic phenomena and relations objectively,

we first need to determine in any society or cOllUJluni ty the nWllber and
identities of socially distinct collectivities of either kind, their
relative size in demographic terms. their historic backgrounds and relations, resources, status and prestige.

Most importantly, we need to

learn in detail the conditions and forms of their social composition
and organisation and also how each of these aggregates articulates with
the public domain, de facto as well as de jure, with one another in
both private and public

do~ins,

and with any other relevant bodies •
.,.

..... '

~;<

.
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The main possibilities here are

i~plicit

in those modes of

Zither the several collectivities are

incorporation set out above.

organisej as groups by inclusive and/or representative structures having
the capacity to coordinate their common action, or all or some of them
are categorical in kind and will lack such organisation, so that their
members can only interact among themselves or with those of other collectivities as individuals or in ad hoc groupings that l&ck collective status
and authority, though they may all participate jointly in one or more
public structures that have regulatory status and roles for the inclusive
popula tion.

Under universalistic incorporation, everyone is &ttached

directly as an individual to the public doaain and has formally equal
and identical status, rights and obligations within it.

Such incor-

poration thus formally excludes classes, ethnic and racial collectiv1ties
from participating as separate groups in the public sphere of regul&tory
activities and structures.

It therefore gives the .embers of such

units and classes the freedom to participate freely and independently, and
pursue their interests as individuals in the public domain, and ao enta.lls
that de jure ethnic and racial populations should only relate to one
another categorically on public issues.
The contrast between such structures and those that prescribe
equivalent incorporation ia of interest.
segments must always have

In the latter the consociated

;Uli:a~~</~~
t f organisation,

~

status and capacities,

whether that establishes them as categories or as groups, and whether their
members are recruited by rules of unUineal descent, as among the Plateau
Tonga (Colson

1951), the Nuer (Evans-Pritchard 1940) or Tiv (Bohannan 1953),

by residence in some constituent coamunity, as in the old Greek, Iroquois
or Ashantl confederacies, by religion, as in Lebanon

1945-1979. by
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language, as in Belgiwn (van Haegendoren 1975). by racial or ethnic and
linguistic difference as in Switzerland, Canada, Malaysia (Milne 1967),
or by some mixture of these conditions, as among the Terik-Ter1ki of
Uganda (Levine and .3angree 1962) and in the first Nigerian republic,

1960-1966.

3egmental lncorporatior .. lI&y prevail in racially a.nd ethnically

homogeneous populations as well as those of mixed composition.

Those

racially or ethnically mixed consociations that incorporate the segments
that constitute them on such principles as locality or religion thereby
exclude formal recognition of ethnic or racial aggregates as participants
in their public domains, although they do not necessarily proscribe the
organisation and activity of such aggregates in other spheres.
Finally, under structures of differential incorporation, whether
or not the population is mixed in race or ethnicity, the
/s
dominant sectionl!:0rmally, but not always, as shown by Swat Pathan (Barth

1959), ~ organised as a corporate group (Saith 1974, 91-105), while the
subordinate

sectio~~ot.

are incorporated

d1ffe~tiallY

Hence, when ethnic or racial aggrasate.
as such, the ruling section will normally

be inclusively organised as a group capable of coordinated collective action,
~~
while the rest, for lack of such organisation, wil~haVe the status and
properties of categories, which if closed by prescriptive rules of recruit-

dv-,

m,ent will also ~ve ~he perduring qual.i~~ of corporatio,ns, like ~~
r~Sy:t.'domi
"l'r,!9--'t J ~ ~dVt.ecr~~
~ ~,)/ b.e.. ~tU~ ~ ~O~ ~1~ '
Thus these alte/"ive modes [J incorporat1on entail
h1 S
gro~

Big

ficant differences of collective status and organisation for classes,

racial, ethnic or other units in their public domains.
They accordingly have decisive implications for interracial and
interethnic relations.

Insofar as such aggresates participate directly

as organised groups in a common public domain, their corporate relations
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with one another will unavoidably determine the spheres. conditions and
limits in which their members may interact freely with one another and
without restraints set by their corporate identities.

Ideally in con-

sociations that ascribe equal status and internal autonomy to the segments
that compose them, individuals may interact freely and symn.etrically
within or between these units.

But when. as in contexts of differential

incorporation. one of these collectivities has the organisation and status
of a dominant group. while the others are
members of these differing units interact

SUbordina~~~~;ies.

asymmetr~~

the

in public and

private. and the initiative for overt action prescriptively and normally
rests with those belonging to the dominant group by virtue of its
differential incorporation.

Finally, when effective de facto as well as

de jure. universalistic incorporation proscribes direct participation in
the public domain by ethnic and racial aggregates acting as groups, and
thus ipso facto vests such rights and freedoms equally and freely in all
individuals.

This implies that individuals enjoy equivalent freedoms to

interact symmetrically in private and public domains without restraints
of racial or ethnic status.
To prevent such equality, as in the U.S.A. until 1965, the
majority, or some group within it, aay, with or without support from the
public authorities. undertake concerted action to tapose and aaintain a
rigid structure of differential incorporation by systeaatic exclusion
and obstruction of the dominated people from admission to the public
domain (Turner, 1982);

or by legislation and administration, if the

state or government is monopolised by such a group. it may positively
forbid extension to others of those political, legal and civil rights,
freedoms and resources on which its dominance rests, as in South Africa.
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in Rhodesia under Ian Smith, in Queensland, Australia, in the Caribbean
slave states, and elsewhere.

.hile the capacity of ethnic, racial or

other collectivities for continuous coordinated action assumes their
organisation as corporate groups and their discreteness and closure by
the rules and conditions on which their members are recruited, in contexts of differential incorporation,

~e fa~

or

.!!~

jure, the boundaries,

criteria of recruitment an~lfelOng individual membership of dominated
sections are always set and enforced by the dominant group, thus con-

...e~, ~'~~~~~~~NUn,~!4.~S
'-'Y
stituting ~e sUborDate popUlation .as a corpolCJ cat~_r~ that is, a
closed and perduring social unit without the inclusive organisation that
is prerequisite for cOllUDon action.
Under such circWllstances, members of
--t~subordinate category are generally subject to harsh nega ti ve sanctions
when their conduct deviates from the expectations of their superiors, whose
freedom to relate individually to their subordinates is thus defined.
By contrast, although they do not prescribe it, structures of
universalistic and segmental incorporation facilitate symmetrical interaction between individuals am. aggregates or groups of differing race,
ethnicity, religion, language, etc., as well as within them.
incorporation, if valid de facto as well as de jure, facilitates but does
not entail biological and social ass1a1lation by intermarriage or otherwise.
Differential incorporation, on the other hand, categorically entails the
collective and individual subordination of inferior sections to all
members of the dominant group.

The corporate character of those units

and of the structures in which they are set implicitly asserts the permanence and strength of their social orders, and thus entails continuous
vigilance and activity to secure their foundations and future.

Thus
~

under either mode of incorporation, the prevailing conditions and structures
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of corporate relations, and their articulations with racial, ethnic, class,
religious, linguistic, regional or other differentiated collectivities,
whether categorical or group-organised, provide the decisive frameworks
in which race and ethnic relations will proceed and develop in any SOCiety.
They likewise influence the values assigned by individuals and collecti.~

vi ties as well as by the state to racialI

~ ethni~Phenomena
_

as indicators

of status, identity, 'group' membership, civic and social entitlements,
prospects, life chances, etc., the criteria and particulars varying empirically with the cultures and contexts involved.
The opportunities, abilities and freedoms of those who belong to
different racial, ethnic or other collectivities to define or pursue their
interests, separately or in association with others, and in the same or
different structural contexts of incorporation, thus vary with the conditions and differences in corporate status of these aggregates, de facto
or de jure, and with their articulations . fN
range of voluntary activities available

0

the public domain.

The

individuals without negative

sanction in any society is defined aDd restricted by their respective
places in its inclusive corporate structure and in the corporate division
to which they belong.

Thus, not only are personal relations wi thin and

across racW and ethnic lines dependent on and secondary to the status
and articulations of such collectivities in the public domain, which
includes the contexts and processes that facilitate acculturation,
assimilation and biological mixture as well as their opposites;

but the

historical development and future of the inclusive society turns principally
on its changing structures of collective incorporation, and on those
internal and external forces and conditions that together account for
such change.

Hence, given these structural alternatives together with

some of their requisites and implications relevant to racial and ethnic
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studies for the 'groups' that they incorporate, we may now examine the
conditions and processes in which they emerge.

Conditions of incorporation and conflict.
The first point to stress about the alternative modes and
structures of incorporation is that, as universal requisites of societal
organisation, they all occur in populations of common race and ethnicity
as well as in those that are racially and/or ethnically mixed, separately
or in various combinations.

Thus despite community of race, Franks

differentially incorporated Gauls, Noraans Anglo-Saxons, Inca other
Amerindians, Fulani Hausa, Athenians their white slaves and aetics,
Ndebe1e their Sotho-speaking allies and Shona-speaking subjects, and so
on, much as contemporary European nations do with their gastarbeiter,
even when all involved belong to the E.E.C. (Power and Hardaan, 1978).
The Ashanti, Ga, Kpesi, Iroquois, Soaali, Cree, Swiss,and Lebanese
from 1945-1975 (L1 jphart; 1977) al though racla.lly homogeneous, vere
incorporated segmentally;

and in South Africa, independent Rhodesia,

and de facto in the U.S.A. until 1965 and since, while whites were
incorporated universalistically, non-whites were not, as is the case
with Fn\nCll..., Norwegians except for Lapps, and white Australians irrespective
of ethnicity, religion, etc.
Despite their ethnic homogeneity, the Tiv, Gusii, Lebanese,
Egba

of Abeokuta, the Fanti, Delaware, Iroquois, etc., based their

societies on segmental incorporation of the same kind as the foraerly
polyethnic A1ur, Kagoro, Tal1ensi, Kachin, Ter1k.-Ter1ki,
Sham bala.

Bwamba

or

Similarly, despite common ethnicity, Shi'ites and Sunnis

in Iran, Iraq and Syria have long been differentially incorporated, as
~-

t
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were Catholics and Protestants in France, Holland and Britain until 1831,
H~()S
Muslims\and Pagans in India, and ~uslim and Pagan Hausa.
By contrast,
/

'-

in their own eyes the polyethnic peoples of !-lwanda, Burundi, Z1nzibar,
medieval France and Britain, the Hapsburg empire, Ndebele and Ulster
since 1922 were differentially incorporated on racial or ethnic grounds.
On the other hani, universalistic incorporation has been applied
both to polyethnic aggregates of common race, such as whites in the U.S.A.,
Canada, Australia, South Africa;

to other 'Bantu' by Ngoni who settled

at Fort Jameson, by the Zulu, in Luapula and other Lunda SOCieties, and
to other linguistic and ethnic 'groups' as among the Kachin, Bwamba, Lowiili
and LoDagaba, among the
.-)iM:'Cl'II!!:ICs:2:l!ipil ( Smith

~asai

and fl:eru in Arusha... the

1 96 9b ), an d soon.

~lAka a.RQ

Nuu'

~

There is no dearth of cases to

demonstrate the adaptability of these alternative modes of incorporation,
separately or together, to all possible situations of ethnic and racial
mixture, to racially or ethnically homogeneous populations, or to other
social conditions and collectivities based on language, class, religion,
homeland, etc.

For many societies, moreover, the historical record of

original and successive accommodations of racial and ethnic populations
are reliably known, together with the conditions, contexts and processes
in and through which they changed, thereby indicating the forces that
maintained or modified them.
r:ei ther does racial homogeneity prevent genocide and other
massacres, as of Jews by :;azis, of Armenians by Turks, Ibo by Hausa in

1953 and 1966 (Kuper, 1981), of indigenous peoples in Malawi by Ngoni
invaders in the nineteenth century (Read 1956), or of Arawaks by Caribs
in the southern Caribbean;

nor does their ethnic homogeneity, as illus-

trated by Kampuchea, Vietnam, China, the Albigensians in France, or
t-~
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The converse also holds.

Corcyra and other cities of ancient Greece.

Racially and/or ethnically differing populations have either assimilated
biologically, as Settled (Town) Fulani with Nupe and Hausa (Nadel 1942.
Smith 1955), so-called 'Hamitic' invaders and native Bantu speakers in
ancient Buganda, Bunyoro, etc.,
Jamaica (Patterson 1975);
in Kagoro;

1951;

Chinese and Negroes in nineteenth century

Meru and Ma.sa.i at Arusha;

Kpashan and Ankwei

Negroes and Carib Indians in DOllinica and St. Vincent (Taylor

Smith 1974, 291-292),

Whites and Indians in Central America;

Normans and AnglO-Saxons in EnglandJ
(Miner 1953);

Arma, Arab and Negro in Timbuktu

Vhi te and Negro in BrazU (Pierson 1942), Cuba. (MacCaffey

and Barnett 1965), and other Caribbean islandsr

or they have reu.ined

aloof from such relations, like the East Indians in Tr1nidad, Guyana and
South Africa;

Gypsies in Europe and AaericaJ

Hutteri tes, Amish,

Dukhoboors and Mennonites in North AlIerica, and

80

on.

In Creole Caribbean societies the biologically aixed section of
coloured folk, though racially and culturally hybrid, is not an 'ethnic'
group, despite their cultural community, since they cannot and do not
claim to share common descent, as each new generation includes many whose
parents are racially distinct as Whites, Mongols, Indians and Negroes.
Thus in the Caribbean,
distinct.

&8

elsewhere, ethnicity and pluraliaa are quite

While both conditions often overlap, the dissiaUar ways in

which they do so always reflect the prevailing structures that dist1nguish
and incorporate the major social units in different societies.

Accord-

ingly, the social significance and expression of ethnicity, like race,
language, religion, and other objective differentiae, depend always on
the conditions and ways in which these and other criteria are institutionalised in the public domain as conditions of ingroup and intergroup relatione
in particular contexts (Smith 1984, 16).

Hence, neither do differences
(,, :.
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nor identities of race or ethnicity correspond fully with differing
structures of pluralism, nor can they of themselves, separately or
together, account for all those diverse structures of incorporation that
regulate their expression and significance and entrench or set them
aside.

nather, to account for the forms, contexts and other con-

ditions in which these or other variables are expressed, we need first
and always to examine their roles in the corporate organisation of
their plural society.
These points hold equally for differences or continuities of
language (Das Gupta 1968;

Thompson 1969,

Apter 1962, 219-240,

1984a 164-166) and religion (rot.G.3aith 1964, 166-168).

M.G.Smith

Persisting

differences of home languages in Bvaaba, Lod, Kachin, the U.S.A. and
imperial Roman territories did not prevent the universalistic incorpora tion of their peopl es, with free and equal opportunities to pursue their
values and interests.

As a result, in such contexts there were virtually

no collective movements of protest on that score.

In England the

Normans, in Nupe and Hausaland the conquering Fulani, and in the interlacustrine kingdoms of Bunyoro, "Buganda, Ankole, ;lwanda, Burundi, etc.,
the Tutsi and other invaders adopted and enriched the language of those
they conquered, while in North and Latin America they did aot, but
successfully retained and diffused their tongues as the offic1al media
and lingua franca of the public doaain.

In Ndebele, Belgium and

T1mbuktu, the Hapsburg empire, Canada and many other countries, such
linguist:c diffusion did or does not occur, except as in the

U53~,

Sri

Lanka, India and Y.alaysia, at superficial levels and under heavy official
pressures that

r~ve

provoked hostility, protests and demands.

In short, the salience of language differences for collective
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boundaries corresponds closely with their roles in the differential,
segmental or universalistic incorporation of those units, with their roles
in government, commerce, law, education and religion, and with the distribution of opportunities to learn the language of the dominant group and
the scriptures.

Once linguistic differences are instituted as differ-

entials in the public domain, those disadvantaged, if able to protest,
will generally do so in order to secure equivalent status and opportunlties.

When adequate opportunities and facilities exist for others

to learn the lingua franca, official or dominant language, in youth or
as adults and without threat to their native tongue, such protest movements or violence are neither necessary nor frequent, as, for example,
in Tanzania, the U.S.A., in Canada since 1967, in Australia, Nigeria
and Latin America.

However, where language differences are allowed

or used to disadvantage social segments or sections. as in India, the
USSR, Sudan, Morocco, Sri Lanka or Algeria, if sufficiently numerous and
locally concentrated, given the necessary leadership, the disadvantaged
normally protest.
As regards differences of religious belief and practice, the
same general principle applies.

Where religious differences neither

prefer, disqualify nor handicap collectivities from full and free participation in the public domain and economy, they rarely give rise to
antagonism or violence of themselves unless, as with medieval Christianity, Islam or Marxism, the received scriptures enjoin the faithful to
war on infidels at home and abroad.

Thus in Ulster, Cyprus, Kalaysia,

Lebanon, Iran, Sri Lanka and Trinidad, as in India before and since
partition in

1946

and most recently with the Sikhs of Punjab, religious

differences, independently or in association with other issues, have
fostered strife among collectivities of identical race and ethnicity,
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as well as acong those of differing ethniclty but common race, and among
peoples of differlng race and ethnlcity alike.

So too in sixteenth

to eighteenth century Surope, in Arabia during the Fro j , et's lifetime.
in Indonesia. the Turkish empire, and elsewhere.

Conversely, where

differences of faith, religious organisation and practice involve no
biassed distribution of advantages, sanctions, resources or access to
the public domain, as for example in the U.S.A., the Commonwealth Carlbbean, Australia, etc., we do not find that religion mobilises people
for conflict unless the faith of some congregation expressly enjoins it.
Otherwise the decisive consideration that always determines social order
or conflict on differences of religion, language, etc., is whether or
not they disadvantage or handicap some collectivities and their members
in arenas of the public domain to the benefit of others, directly or
otherwise.

Thus, as before, the conditions, forms and implications of

the prevailing corporate organisation determine the places and reactions
of differing religious communi ties in and to the social order and to any
changes in it.

In other ages men have fought and died for their religious

beliefs without thought of mundane benefits or disadvantages, often in
the belief that such martyrdom ensured their eternal bliss hi

't.

Nowadays Hinduism, Christianity, Buddhism, Islam and Marxism display

.e..-

th~e

capacities, independent of material inducements and expectations,

and in specific contexts.

It is a common mistake to assume that

NOZ~A-'I

S'
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'religions do not do so, despite/evidence from Sri Lanka, Kampuchea, India, /I~
Iran, Afghanistan, Poland, Ulster and elsewhere, merely because in such
contexts religious beliefs and organisations often appear in unfamiliar
dress.
Much the same set of factors determines the collective

significan~

of homeland or territory for collectivities today (Smith 1984a, 168-169).

I

I

j

In this regard Israel may be truly exceptional. the bitter fruit and reward
of the unique collective
late the TIastafari of

h~story

Jarr~ica,

and experience of the Jewish people.

Of

who originally demanded 'repatriation'

to Africa on religious grounds, seem to have adjusted to Babylon in
Britain, the U.S.A., the :aribbean and elsewhere as creators of reggae
and purveyors of certain drugs and a complex counter ideology.

acluding

such religious communities. however important and valued its homeland
territory may be in promoting the solidarity. determination and fervour
of an 'ethnic' or racial population. as in Quebec. Cyprus, Malaysia,

a-d

~ccitania. Catalonia. Sri La.nka.J\the former kingdom of Nava.rre~ Basquesf.

"""'
/Tibet.
the Ukraine. Corsica and Palestine. the true value and aea.ning
of such a homeland is that it serves as the common symbol of a specific
community whose members identify their mutual loyalties

~~"wi~fit.(/

Thus.

the structural significance of any collective attribute such as relig10n,
language. region, homeland, ethnicity or race 1s always conditional on
its relation to the societal corporate organisation,and on ita implications
for the status and relations of the collectivities concerned.

Collective differentiae as variables.
As stated earlier. it is 1aportant in studying race and ethnic
relations to distinguish carefully between racial and ethnic phenoaena,
collectivities and relatione. to identify individuals and collectivities
with objective physical differences, and then to see how such physical
differences relate to the prevailing collective boundaries. objectively
and in the folk classification.

This procedure is necessary. since

objective differences of phenotype, being inclusive, highly v1sible,
hereditary and individually laaut&ble. wherever culturally e.ployed as

-;6

I!

t

!ioC-Lv./ ;/o..CJU11~~

crite ialdiffer ~rply from other differences, both as potential markers
for

oll~ive

allocations of soclal status and roles (Banton 1967),

and as 'determinants' of differing individual life-situations and
chances.

It is obvious that however 'situational' the ethnicity of

people may sometimes appear (Cohen, 1974;

Okamura 1981), such changes

are severely restricted to those of common race, and widely precluded
by difference of racial features, wherever racial phenotypes are assigned
disparate values.
Besides such obvious objective differentiae, we need also to
take account of collective differences of demography, history, language,
ecology, religion, homeland or territory, culture, tradition and social
organisation, including marriage, family and kinship, social stratification,
division of labour, property, recreation, art and political organisation.
It is apparent that these differing factors may operate [independ.entl~ as

variables,~or together in various combinations to generate, sustain or
change the corporate structure of multiracial, polyethnlc and ethnically
homogeneous societies.

Thus besides their differences of number, location

and ecological distribution, to facilitate its analysis and comparison with
others, we must investigate the number and alignments of the plural
divisions or units in each society.
As noted long ago (M.G.Smith 1956; 1960, 772-774), pluralism is
highly variable, given the multiplicity of factors it may involve, separately
and together, and the variable number and articulations, locations and
demographic ratios of the units it may incorporate (van den Berghe 19691
M.G.Smith 1984a, 152-159).

Hence, however accurate it may seem to

denote aggregates with two or more races, ethnic divisions, religions,
languages and the like as examples of 'racial pluralism', 'ethnic
pluralism'. 'religious pluralism', or, more commonly, of 'ethnic and
. ,
i

I
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racial pluralism', 'linguistic pluralism' and

50

on, such descriptive

labels and classes have limited value, since they leave untouched the
true nature of pluralism, together with its sufficient and necessary
conditions.
To illustrate, the United states may well contain a larger
number of distinct religious communities than any other country in the
world, yet such religious diversity has little or no direct relevance to
its societal organisation, since religion is defined by the U.S. constitution
as a matter of individual choice of no relevance to the individual's status
in the public domain.

So too as regards linguistic differences.

Until

recent decisions by state or municipal legislatures in New York and New
Mexico allowed education in Spanish in public schools, English was the
sole language of instruction, being the language of business, education,
government and the public domain, as also in Canada until bilingualism
was instituted as official policy in 1967.
number of

In like style the formidable

ethnic 'groups' among American whites, while profoundly important

in their personal lives and in the private domain, has little direct
relevance for public affairs, since such units, even when organised as
inclusive corporations and voting as blocs, have no formal rights of
independent representation at the polls, so that their members are obliged
to vote for one or other of the political parties which, being national,
incorporate members of many if not all 'ethnic groups'.

Thus to describe

U.S. society or culture in terms of its 'religious', 'linguistic' or
'ethnic' pluralism, while not inaccurate, gives a1sleading clues as to
its nature, since i t inadequately describes the nature and basis of
its complexity.
With due allowance, the same critique holds for its designation
as an instance of 'racial pluralism'.

While patently correct with reference

I
1

to the multiracial composit1on of U.S. society, such a label also misleads
by its imp11cation that its diverse racial composition is the primary, and
perhaps the determinative feature of American society.

Yet, as we have

just seen, alongside and in various ways cross-cutting such racial boundaries, many communities speak different home languages, pursue different
faiths, identify

a~d

are identified as ethnically distinct, and sometimes,

as in parts of Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Oklahoma, New Mexico and elsewhere,
are also identified with the 'homelands' they occupy.

Evidently, then,

at least in complex milieux that involve various criteria of diVision, by
themselves such deSCriptions as religious, linguistic, ethnic or raci dl
pluralism may be misleading because inadequate to conveY~heSiorrectlY ~
multifarious character of the whole.
There are clearly many societies in which a single variable, such
as religion, race, ethnicity, language or region, may sumaarise key issues
of collective relations and status and mobilise collective sentiments as
conditions of corporate organisation or preludes to action or conflict.
Rarely, however, even with regard to religion or language, does the issue
that crystallises collective opposition stand entirely on its own.

For

example, differences of language and ethnic identity are normally associated with differences in such spheres as religion, ecology, social
reproduction, tradition, homeland or national affiliation, culture, art,
cuisine, and so forth.

Often the same is true of race and language,

where a linguistically distinct population differs also in race, as do
Chinese in 5uriname, Jamaica and 8anada, or Koreans, Japanese and Vletnamese in the U.3.A.

As most if not all of such distinct racial or

ethnic 'groups' share common provenience, each also shares and treasures
the memory of a real or ideal homeland, normally that of its ancestors.
Clearly where such differentiae involve and imply one another, their

I

t·
intensities are likely to cumulate so that these differing combinations
may exercise greater influence in shaping the plural structure than
any variable by itself.
Postwar Quebec, like Israel and like the Catholic community in
Ulster, illustrates nicely how

a

regional homeland and distinctive

language - even when lost, as were Hebrew and Erse -

a

distinctive

faith, culture, history and social organisat10n have enabled long subordinate ethnic groups to challenge, mobilise and alter their situations,
despite heavy odds.

Those cases also show that when such variables as

language, religion and homeland coincide to define collective boundaries,
besides providing as many bases for collective mobilisation and solidarity,
they do likewise for the group's resistance to external pressures.
However the coincident multiple differentiae of such plural units should
not be interpreted as conclusive evidence that their thick, multiplex
boundaries are firmer or less fragile than those defined, in differing
contexts, by such discrete variables as religion, language, race or
cul ture, as evident in the Ukraine under .5 tal in, in contemporary Kampuchea,
Chile, in

~azi

Germany, in Armenia under the Ottoaans, and so forth.

The fierce religious antagonisms of Sunni and Shi'ite, Wababite and Sunni
authorities in eighteenth-century Islam, Catholic and Protestant in postReformation Europe, of Buddhist Sinhalese and Hindu Tamils in Sri Lanka,
or Muslim Turks and Orthodox Greeks in Cyprus, generally symbolise and
subsume various other bases of collective solidarity, such as language,
history, ethnicity, organisation and differing group interests in land,
population, family, power, autonomy, wealth, property, occupation, the
market and other economic relations.

In all such cases, while giving

special attention to the criterion that furnishes the overt basis of
J 't

I

mobilisation and action, we must also examine its relations with other
criteria of unit membership and separate incorporation, as those are
perceived and institutionalised in the cultural tradition that guides
the collectivity or regulates the public domain.
In a masterly essay, having distinguished their historical backgrounds, contexts and demographic composition as relevant for the understanding of plural societies, together with the number, relative size and
characteristics of their basiC divisions, Leo Kuper identified the following
dimensions of those societies as most important:

(1) the superimposition

or disassociation of their divisive criteria and alignments;
intensity and extent of their internal cultural diversity;

(2) the

(J) the

structural continuities or discontinuities of their personal memberships
and relations;

(4) their scales and conditions of equality and inequality;

and (5) the ways and degrees in which their corporate organisations
segregate or facilitate asymmetrical individual interactions across
plural boundaries (Kuper 1969, 469-479).

Together these criteria are

decisive conditions of the relative iaportance of relevant variables,
including race, ethnicity, religion, absolute and relative population
size, ecological distributions, history, status structures and any others,
in moulding, sustaining or modifying the plural structures of different
SOCieties, and in distributing the cultural contents
components.

~ their

~~

Accordingly, there is no sound reason to assume that four,

five or six coincident variables, as with Canadian ~u'becois, will together
always generate and maintain more exclusive boundaries than one alone,
such as language in Andra Pradesh or Tamilnad, religion, race or ethnicity
elsewhere.

Since the decisive single variable often subsumes several

others, we should not seek to account for the emergence or differing
form and character of plural societies by mechanical differences in the

I

number and kinds of criteria by which their plural units are

dist~ished

and incorporated, de facto and/or de jure.
Comparative data strongly suggest that virtually any criteria can
be institutionalised as adequate bases and boundary markers for plural
divisions, as, for example, in Arabia during Muhammad's lifetime, in
feudal Britain, pre-Elizabethan Ireland, in France and Japan, or
between Zansi, Enhla and Holi among the Ndebele, in central America,
Brazil, precolonial Dahomey, Iboland, Efik, or in ancient Greece.
Such a conclusion indicates that the decisive forces that generate plural
structures must be sought in cultural interpretations of societal trends
and requisites

~

~

responses to perceived conditions of societal context,

composition and structure, rather than in the number and relations of
the divisive criteria or variables themselves, since the latter depend
for their intensity and articulation on the cultures of the collectivities
they demarcate, on the structures of their contexts, on their cultural
perception

and interpretation by other 'groups' in the society, and

particularly, where present, by those that are dominant.

Hence, ins tea.d

of seeking the 'causes' or 'explanations' of the structures and histories
of plural societies in the raw distributions of those criteria that are
culturally defined as divisive among their members, we
elsewhere;

nee~

to look

certainly to their histories, and generally to their pre-

vailing ecological, demographiC, economic, political or ideological
features, in hope of sound answers.
~'o

sununarise, as :;.,eo r.uper perceived, while superimposed differentiae

such as race, ethnicity, language, religion, Lay build thicker collective
walls, yet their elements are ir.terleaved like bricks, and if one or two
of the critical series are removed or weakened, as has happened with
diverse ethnic groups of European iamlgrants in the U.S.A., these barriers

I

may collapse gradually, gently and under their own weight, whereas in
various situations, such as South Africa, Islam, France, Ireland, Sri
Lanka, the U.K. and the U.S.A. until twenty years ago, a single factor
such as race, religion, language or homeland, may withstand much greater
pressures.

How such differences contribute as culturally institutionalised

variables to the definition and stability of boundaries that separate
pl ural uni ts

an~their articulations,

as J for exa.aple, in Suriname between

j )

the Javanese, Hindustani, Bush Negro, Malattas and Creole :-;engre, requires detailed and carefully planned research.

Until such results are

.a-

available, we may perhaps regard the criteria and aechanisms of such
boundaries between plural diVisions, (jJ as potent ial
bases for mobili,!;:cJI{SuE-~2~
sation for collect~e actio~against soae perceived disadvantage or
threatJ

-

(2) as criteria for neutrality or exclusion rather than the

inclusion of aembers;

and 0) as so aany bases for the gradual or

abrupt crystallisation or dissolution of plural boundaries, in differing
contexts of racial and cultural aixture.

Clearly auch work needs to be

done on these and cognate issues.

Theories of race and ethnic relations
Many social scientists assume unquestioningly that the aim of
'scientific theories' is to isolate or 'explain' the 'causes' of things.
Long since, under the influence of

~&vid

Hume's analysis and other philo-

sophical critiques (Russell, 1912) I becaae convinced that our conceptions
of 'causality' and 'causal relations' were illusions from which science
should be freed;

and thus, long before aeeting the alternative to

'causal' explanation and functionalism presented by systems theory
(Bertalanffy, 1957), I had begun to seek other bases for the

pursuit of

I

invariant relations among phenomena.

In due course I first identified

relations of logical necessity as the final aim of enquiry, and then the
cognate categories of logical requisites and implications (M.G.Smith 1960,

1971, 1974, 180-187;

D'Andrade 1976;

White, Burton & Brudner 1977).

Together, I believe they provide a sounder basis for study, analysis and
understanding than the more familiar concepts of cause and statistical
correlations.
There are many basic problems with 'causal' explanations in
social science, as noted some years ago (Smith 1974, 167-169).

Either

causal theories are general, and so assume a constant determinant, whether
proximate/ultimate or other, or they are not, 1n which case eclecticism
rapidly fills the vacuum with a bewildering variety of 'causal' factors
and sequences 1n comparable situations, each apparently correct, yet
so diverse and random as to discredit the idea that the attribution of
• causes' for "effects 'explains' anything.

In either case, the 1n-

escapable uncertainty, possibility of error, and resulting disputes about
such 'causes' too often diverts attention from direct study of the
asserted 'effects' and contexts in the field and/or library.

For

the faithful such controversy generally involves the affirmation or

LaCki~need ~a1th. I
pursuit of 'causal explanations' as the

defence of paradigmatic principles.

can find no good reason for

basic aim and method of natural and social science alike unless, whether
plural or singular, they are transparently sufficient and necessary to
account for all such events, and Can be validated experimentally or
otherwise.

however, as such desiderata may seem reactionary and

empiricist to 'rationalists', 'structuralists' or 'Marxists', many of
whom, to judge by the.ir writings, are more familiar and concerned with

..
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models and theories than with the everyday world of experience, I shall
not discuss this issue further here.

Thus briefly for those who reject

my views, subject to disconfirming tests of various kinds, I aim by study
to formulate propositions about universally invariant relations between
carefully specified variables which may then be investigated in specific
conditions and contexts

(v. 3mith 1960, 1971, 1974, 1978 etc.).

3uch attempts and models are based, not on conceptions of
causality which may be linear or circular (Bertalanffy 1957), plural
or singular, proximate or ultimate, material or mystic
separately or togethera

~d

so on,

but on those relations of logical necessity to

which, if correctly formulated, the structure and sequence of empirical
events should correspond, and which as formulated are intended to provide
specific propositions that may be disconfirmed by empirical observations.
Thus, while appreciating the desires of Karl Marx and others to identify
a single decisive causal factor or ultimate determinant in human affairs,
and while regarding that aim as typical of the culture and age in which
Marx worked, I do not find it either necessary or useful to give equal
attention to the writings of Althusser and Balibar (1970), Gramsci (1971),
Poulantzas (197)

and their followers who seek to reinterpret or redefine

Marx's aims or pursue the same goal.

Since Durkheill' s day the grea. t

mass of sociological data and analyses have demonstrated beyond question
the misleading and irrelevant nature of • causal explanations' of social
structures and their development.

Thus while sympathising with those

Marxists (Gabriel and Ben Tovim 1978:

Hall 1980,

Genovese 1974) who seek

to increase the flexibility of its determinism vithout admitting indetermir~cy,

I find such disputations rather theological and implausible,

and prefer instead to focus on empirical phenomena and their relations,

I

without apperceptions, in order to apprehend and understand them as fully
and directly as I may.
In social science the canon of logical necessity assumes that
social relations and conditions are linked as logically necessary
prerequisites or requisites and implications or entailments, both
categories being defined by exclusively logical criteria of necessary
presupposition and immediate entail.ant.

To illustrate:

in a recent

survey of social and political developments in 27 independent countries
of sub-Saharan Africa (Smith, in press), I found that the fundamental
basis of their political and social instability lay in the contradictions
between their histories and social compositions and the egalitarian and
universalistic ideals required by .odern states.

In formal terms, these

results show that where any requisites of a social institution are not
present, its operation will reflect the fact.
Theories that first conflate race relations with ethnicity and
then try to 'explain' or account for both together and in common terms
such as Banton's rational choice theory of racial and ethnic competition
~~
(Banton 1977, 198J) foredoom themselves to failure since, as pointed out}
despite their overlapping relations, these phenomena are analytically
distinct and are perceived and interpreted differently by mankind.

As

Barth (1969), Waldman (1978) and others have shown, the criteria and
meaning of ethnicity and ethnic identity often vary situationally and
instrumentally among individuals or 'groups' of common race.

However,

being visible and changeless, racial criteria and identities exclude
such possibilities, so that only their values and interpretations may
alter situationally as, for example, when persons of a common and
disesteemed race are by themselves or with others who denigrate and reject
.:

,"'.

them.

Yet despite primary concerns with interracial relations, various

theoretical approaches have committed themselves from the start to failure
by assimilating race to ethnic and cultural differences, and by proposing
a single general 'explanation' for them all.
This is true of ~ ecological and other processual approaches. 2 The 'typological' theories
(Banton 198), 44f) of Gobineau (1854), Houston Chamberlain (1912),
H.Spencer (1896),

nOSS

(1921) and other social Jarwinists that extended

their basic assumptions of innate psychological and other differences
between biologically distinct racial stocks to ethnic collectivities of
M

the same race thus doubly compounded their errors by proclaiming/equally
biological the cultural differences of racial and ethnic groups,
and thereby laid the ideological basis for such .estern racisms as Anglo3axonism, the Nazi doctrine, and apartheid.
Those who assume, like Giddings (1908), Shils (1957) or Geertz (196)
that humans have primordial attachments such as 'consciousness of kind')
and those who seek thereby to 'explain' interracial and interethnic
accommodations simultaneouslY,make the same kind of basic errors as ~C~
structural-functionalists who share their assumptions and goals.) ~e
same problems also beset general models or theories of internal colonialism,

2. Park (1950), Frazier (1947, 1957), Hughes & Hughes, (1952), Lieberson (1961),
Gordon (1964, 1975), Banton (1967), Mason (1970) and Despres (1975, 1984)
among 'bourgeois' authors, and such materialists as Williams

(1946. 1952),

Cox (1948). Rex (1970, 1977), Rozat and Bartra (1960). Wolpe (1972),
Hall (1980) and Genovese (1972, 1974).
).

For example, Shibutani & Kwan (1965), Parsons (1975), Janiel Bell (1975),

Bell, W. and Freeman, W.E. (ads) (1973). ~.T.Smith (1970, 1976). Enloe (19'J).
,.
(
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cultural divisions of labour. or split-labour markets (Hechter 1975, 1~76J
Burawoy 1974J

Bonacich 1972) as well as psychological and other 'explanations'

of race and ethnic relations in terms of stereotypes and innate prejudices
(Park 1924;

Comas 1958;

Dollard 1937;

Rose 1969) that are held to

operate independently of social factors. as in the work of W.I.Thomas (1904),
Pierre van den Berghe (1967, 1978, 1981). E.O.Wilson (1975) and certain
others who restrict their discussions to interracial relations.

~ost

recently, some writers have put forward a general theory of race and ethnic
relations as objects and products of rational choices by those involved
(Banton, 1977, 1980, 1983;
Berghe 1981;

Hamil ton 197.5;

Hechter et al., 1982) while others (van den

--.

Barash 1982) argue that in these and other

spheres, individuals always seek to maxiaise their inclusive fitness or
reproductive capacity.

By initially assimilating these variables indis-

criminately. such theories also assimilate the specific effects, characteristics and implications of racial and ethnic difference. and thus fail to
distinguish between them in common and different situations

(M.G.~mith

1983).

Likewise, when applied indiscriminately to interracial and interethnic
situations, analyses based on similarly inclusive concepts of pluralism,
as illustrated by INCIDI (1957), Barth (1969, 1964), van den Berghe (1969),
Kuper (1969), Clarke et al., (1984), Waldman (1978) ~r Gordon (1964, 1975~
inevitably overlook or assimilate those criteria and variables whose
objective and symbolic differences and significance in plural societies
present important problems and leads to their solution.
An even more severe weakness of the 'rational choice theory'
or explanation of racial and ethnic relations is its restriction
to situations and topics in which individuals or aggregates of individuals

't---
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who share such characteristics as race or ethnicity, and are
assumed to shar( certain value-preferences, are also each
assumed to choose among the alternative courses of action
open to them that which offers the individual the greatest
rewards. counting its cost.

Any such theory of individual

optimisation takes for granted the value-schemes that order
individual and collective preferences between alternative goals
and means, together with changes of them, individual or
collective.

It also assumes and leaves unspecified the para-

meters in which individuals are free to maximise their
personal gain by choosing the most rewarding course of
action, the parameters being assumed to coincide with

~he

conditions beyond which the costs of action viII outweigh
its benefits, due to collective sanctions and circumstances.
In short, as with aggregate value-preferences, the binding constraints on or parameters of individual choice are collective
in their nature and focus, origin and development.
because they are such, no rational choice theory

o~

PreCisely
etpnic

and/or race relations based on the assumption that individuals
always seek to optimise their personal benefits over costs in
selecting courses of action can illuminate or account for the
collective conditions and constraints on individual choice and
action.

Instead, it must alMa1s take them for granted, together

with whatever changes may appea.r(~ilLlr85)_
...

I

The reasons for this are obvious. but may as well be spelt out
here.

Collective circumstances are rarely designed or created freely

and ab initio by collectivities themselves, and collective decisions and
action are primarily oriented and addressed to such conditions.

Undoubtedly

collective decisions are promoted and shaped by individuals who seek
in one way or another to influence group policy as they feel best and
most appropriate.

However, in the competitive political process of

policy formation, instead of pursuing their own individual advantage,
even to win a hearing, individuals are constrained to advocate and support those goals and means that seem to them .ost beneficial to the
collectivity, rather than to themselves, in fact and rhetoric alike.
Obviously it must be at best a limiting case when a political protagonist,
having rationally selected that course of action that promises to give
him personally the greatest personal benefit over cost, is able to

persuade hi.

COIIecti~~oPt and toplemont it for their own

collective benefit as their

goal.

In the normal case, individuals

who seek to influence collective polici decisions must therefore unavoidably give priority to the collective interests and advantages as
they perceive them, rather than their own, whatever their social status;
that is, in terms of the individualistic theory of rational choice,
they must always act 'irrationally'.
In contrast with such indiscriminate definitions of their
subject matter, writers of quite different outlook have retained
clear distinctions between interethnic and interracial relations, some

~
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being exclusively preoccupied with the latter.

4

The texts cited suffice

to show that the confusion of race and ethnicity is neither necessary,
None-

universal, nor always maintained even by those who expound it.

theless several of these latter theses are inadequate and unsound.

Thus,

as I pointed out long ago (Smith 1968), Hoetinlt's (1967, 1973, 1975)
attempt to 'explain' race relations as effects of 'somatic norm images'
and'distances' is lopsided and gravely misleading.

And so too are

Greenberg's (1980, 406) conclusions from his studies of South Africa,
Alabama, Ulster and Israel that
"racial conflict and dominat10n, whatever their origins
in precapitalist relations, are modern social and political
constructions...

nacial domination ••• is essentially a

class phenomenon •••

not an amorphous, all-encompassing

relationship between groups distinguished by physical
characteristics, but, for the most part, a series of
specific class relations that vary by place and over
time and that change as a consequence of changing
material conditions."
This ignores many diverse cases, structures and outcomes -of 'racial
domination' in precapitalist contexts and eras (r..G.Sm1th 1969, 91-151)

4.

Besides myself

these include

(~.G.3mith

~ov1et

1965, 1-17;

1969b, 103-104;

1974, 274ff),

authors (v. Grigulevich and Kozlov (ede.) 1974) and

such Western Marxists as Williams (1957), Cox (1948) or Greenberg (1980);
R.E.~ark

on various occasions (v. 1950);

(1967,1973,1974,1975);
1960);

Mason (1970);

R.A.Schermerhorn (1970);

J.S.Furnivall (1948),

Hoetinlt

Blumer (1955,1959,1961,1965,

K.Llttle (1968);

Rex (1970).

Banton

(1967) and van den 3erghe (1967, 1976) until his recent conversion to
sociobiology (idem, 1978).
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that include the Aryan invasions and conquests in India from which the
hindu caste system indirectly derives (Beteille 1967, 1971), the Mongol
conquests and dominations of Caucasoid peoples in Russia, the Middle East
and Northern India;

Arab conquests of Indian, Mongol and Negroid peoples,

Berber conquests of Blacks;
Melanesian peoples;

Malay and Polynesian conquests of various

Japanese subjugation of Ainu, Hindu domination of

Mongol tribesmen in Nepal, Bhutan and Assam;
speaking peoples;
Europeans;

Moorish domination of Iberians and other southern

Tutsi domination of Hutu and

Spanish rule in Cuba, Hal ti and Jamaica;
Africa, Goa and Brazil, etc.,
relations •

Negro domination of Khoisan-

Twa in

Rwanda and Burundi,

and Portuguese rule in

none of which established or involved class

As Greenberg's examples include the ethnic domination of

Protestant settlers over Catholic natives in Northern Ireland, it is
tempting to extend this catalogue by listing other situations in which
one ethnic unit established its domination over others of the saae race
in Africa, Europe, Asia, Polynesia, the Antilles and both the Americas,
wi thout developing either a class structure or capi tallsm.
however, would merely condone Greenberg's errors of
interpretation.

To do so,

class~fication

and

Accordingly, instead of reviewing such 'theories' and

listing their exceptions, I shall now consider the ways in which different
conditions give rise to various types of plural societies, and try instead
to determine how differences of race and ethnlcity in such contexts
contribute to the process and its outcomes.
Empirically and theoretically alike, organised collectivities
of differing origin are rarely if ever equal in all materially relevant
conditions when first brought into contact.

If such 'groups' then main-

tain relations, these will therefore be unequal in differing degrees and
respects, unless their equality 1s deliberately established by some superior

or by collective agreement, and systematically enforced.

Within societies

consociations of various kinds formally attempt to establish such conditions
of 'group' equality, while alliances are sometimes intended to equalise
relations between societies.

Being presently concerned with the conditions,

forms and outcomes of racial and ethnic accommodations in mixed societies,
with due attention to exceptional situations in homogeneous populations,
I shall focus the discussion on those contexts of collective inequality
that involve the institutionalised domination of one group over others,
as that is unfortunately the most common historical and contemporary
case.

Moreover, as such structures of collective inequality vary

greatly in their form, content and history, to illustrate the utility
for racial and ethnic studies of analysis by requisites and implications,
I shall focus primarily on those amalgams that originate in the forcible
domination and incorporation by one group of the rest, to determine the
alternative conditions, forms and outcomes of such a process.

As we

shall see, even such an apparently simple instance rewards study by the
light it sheds on factors that together account for differing structures
of interracial and interethnic relations in similar and differing contexts.

Migrations and pluralism
While most hierarchic pluralities structured by differential
incorporation of their component sections have always been polyethnic
and/or multiracial, there are many that were neither, such as Victorian
England, Portugal, Hawaii, Iceland, several Italian and German states
before the unification of those countries, the Daura Hausa from 1807 to
1906 (Smith 1978), various European and Muslim societies split by fundamental religious division over several generations, and those societies

'

in which initially diverse racial or ethnic populations have since assimilated

I

biologically and culturally despite structures of differential incorporation,
as, for example, England under the Normans and their successors, or
Buganda and Bunyoro following the mixture of
indigenous Bantu speakers.

'P~itic'

invaders and

In other polyethnic and multiracial societies,

the different communities live and cooperate amicably and without conflict
in de facto or de jure consociations, even when their relations were
asymmetrical, as in Saba (Keur and Keur 1960), Carriacou (Smith 1962),
Switzerland, Terik-Teriki (Levine and Sangree 1962), Maradi (Smith 1967),
contemporary Belgium, Nigeria, Belize, the
and so on.

~utch

Antilles from 1948-1975,

a"...r/

In short, neither are plural conditions / _ hierarchic or

~-

segmental structures restricted to poly.thnic and multiracial contexts,
nor do the former directly entail them.

Many ethnically homogeneous

societies such as the Tri-racial Isolates of the U.S.A. (Thernstrom et al.,

1980, 991), the Zulu, Swazi and Fort Jameson Ngoni, the Masai and Meru
in Arusha., or Tallens1 and Kagoro (Smith 1960), have _erged from the
fusion of two or more stocks of differing race or ethn1city by their
un1versalistic or segmental incorporation.

However, as noted above,

many consociations such as the Iroquois, Huron or Cree Confederacies,
the Ashanti and Fanti Unions and the Hanseatic League, were racially
and ethnically homogeneous.

Evidently, then, the relat10ns of plural

and other soc1al structures to racial or ethn1c difference or homogeneity
are contingent and problematic, whatever the statist1cal distributions
of those alternatives.

It follows that no 'explanation' of their

variety that assumes the universal or ultimate predominance of a single
variable or set of variables as the determinant can be valid, as certain
~arxists

also now seem to perceive (hall 1980,

Genovese 1972).

Cheboksarov 1980,

It also follows that neither separately nor together
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can ethnic or racial differences in themselves be ragarded as causes of
the various types of corporate organisation and society in which they
are found.

In short, to understand such structures we must look

elsewhere for their generative and sustaining conditions.

In searches

of this type it is necessary to examine the social contexts and historical
processes of the relevant structural conditions with special care.
All mixtures of ethnic and racial populations begin historically
with the physical movement of people belonging to one, some or all of the
populations involved.

Though such migrations may be unintended and

accidental, normally they are not, or at least not fully so for all
involved.

In either case, whether peaceful or violent in means, aims

and procedures, and whether continuous Or discontinuous, such movements
are either voluntary or involuntary for those who make them, as, for
example, were the free movement of Europeans and the forcible shipment
of Africans to slavery in the New World.

The social consequences of

migrations of individuals, small groups or larger populations differ also
with their conditions, aims, contexts and cultural content.

Thus collec-

tive migrations undertaken to escape attack, famine, flood, epidemics or
similar disasters differ from those undertaken spontaneously to find a
promised land, such as those of the early Aztec en route to Tenochtitlan,
of the ancient Hebrews and modern Jews to Palestine and Israel, or those
of Europeans from several nations to the New World.

These were all

collective and autonomous movements in greater or less degree, and thus
differ from the migrations of individuals and such small groups as
hunters, gatherers, explorers. sailors. traders, missionaries, refugees,
captives or slaves, that generally lack the intentions and the organisation
tr~t

distinguish invasions, raids and

such forced collective

relocatio~s

co~quests.

They differ also from •

as the westward flights of ;eltic
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peoples from Goths, Franks and

Anglo-~axons;

of Caucasians from the in-

vading l-iongol hordes, of the I roquois and Cherokee from &lropean settlers
in the U.3.A., as well as natives whoml~) invading Ngoni overran and
plundered in the area known now as Malawi (Read, 1956).

Together those

examples and alternatives should illustrate how various are the forms,
motives, conditions and characters of human migrations, as well as
their processes, contexts and outcomes.
It sometimes happens that an immigrant population, whether
voluntarily or not, is physically and culturally absorbed by their hosts,
even though racially distinct (Patterson 1975;

286-7, 293).

M.G.Smith 1974, 274-7,

If not, in such cases descendants of the iaaigrants will

remain in some sense distinguishable through succeeding generations,
whether by virtue of physical difference as, for example, are Whites,
Orientals and Negroes in the New World;

by their religion, as Jews,

Muslims and others in Europe and North Aaerica, or Catholics and Protestants
in Ulster;

or by language and culture, as are Ital1.&ns, Germans and

Hispanics in the U.S.A., Chinese and Filipinos in Hawaii, Hindus in Fiji,
French Canadians in Quebec, Hausa in Ashanti, and so on.

How then may

we best account for the diverse accommodations of lamigraut and host
populations under these and any other conditions?

PreCisely what con-

tributions do either racial or ethnic identities and differences make to
the development and evolution of such societies?
Situations of initial contact between diverse collectivities,
whether ethnic or objectively raCial, will differ structurally and in
their implications if they are unprecedented, as the number of incomers
relative to their hosts is large or small, and as the immigrants or their
...

hosts have or do not have superior military capacities by virtue of their
organisation, culture and technology.

While Cortes and Plzzaro led small

'To
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bands that overthrew the Aztec and Inca empires. in other times and places
host populations have often defeated and repulsed their attackers.
Failing that. unless they flee. the weaker native populations. whether
forcefully overrun or subordinated by guile. trade or conversion. face
prospects of forced or voluntary biological and cultural assimilation
and/or subjugation under conditions set by the conquerors.

Those

include the possible expropriation of their lands and property, the
likely appropriation of their women and labour, the possible desecration
of their religion and holy places. and likely violation of all agreements and promises. as well as slavery, unknown and lethal diseases,
or forcible expulsion. as of Celts in the British Isles.

The implications

of defeat and subjugation for natives also include their decimation or
extermination as experienced by the Amerindians of Brazil, by Australian
Aborigines, by those natives whose territories were overrun by invading
Ngoni (Read 19.56), by the Arawaks in Jamaica, Taino in Hispaniola, the
Tasmanians and others.

Once overrun, the natives could also be incor-

porated as subordinate castes by ritual criteria as in India. or without
that in Ankole. Ruanda. Burundi. among the Ndebele and in various
societies of the Western Sudan.

There are enough data on situations

of this kind to demonstrate that such behaviour is not found only among
Europeans or among adherents of such universal faiths as Islu or
Christiani ty.

The decimation of Hurons by IroqUOis, Aztec raids on

their neighbours to feed their gods, the careers of Tamurlaine and
Genghis Khan, and Carib exterminations and expulsions of Arawaks in the
southern Antilles before Columbus indicate otherwise.

Such interracial

or interethnic behaviour can neither be 'explained' by Marxism. by
typological, ecological or psychological theories of innate prejudice

~

(Rose 1969), by primordial attachments (Geertz 196)), ratIonal choice (Banton 198)

or by sociobiological de_er~inism (van den berghe 1981), since whatever
the general cause or causes invoked, the contexts and outcomes remain
too various an1 are often too excessive to be thus 'explained'.
then, with SOffie collective

~igration

Beginning,

which may lead either to the exter-

mination of the im.,,',grants or natives or to their partial or complete
biological and cultural assir:.i1ation, pluralism generally

though not

always -- presupposes the coresidence of people of differing origin and
culture, race or ethnicity.
To balance those examples of extermination just mentioned -in which the numbers involved were small by comparison with those of this
century's genocides (Kuper 1981, 1962) -- ethnographic and historical
records provide many examples of voluntary withdrawal by mobile populations from further relations with other groups.

There are also aany

examples of symbiotic collective relations that exclude competition and
domination, as, for example, between the nomadic cattle-keeping Fulani
herdsmen and sedentary grain cultivators in Hausaland and neighbouring
states, between the Kanembu and Shun Arabs and Kanuri farmers in Bornu,
the S orka. wa fishermen and riverain cul ti va tors along the Niger froll Gao
to Bussa, between Gypsies and Europeans in Yugoslavia and other countries,
between Mbuti Pygmies and Bantu-speakers in the Ituri forest, between
the pagan majority and Muslim Hauaa rulers of Maradi (Smith 1967), and
among the German, Italian and French communities of Switzerland.

It seems

unlikely that we know fully the nuaber, variety and details of such
collective accommodations;

but it seems possible that these may have

been more prominent statistically and structurally in those earlier
phases of social evolution that culminated on all continents except
Australia in centralised urban communities.

However, such exa-ples

show that while some ethnic or racial groups terminate new collective
.. ::';'

"
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relations by withdrawal or by eliminating or expelling others, in other
contexts two or more such communities may coexist in amicable symbiosis
for generations without resort to force or fraud.

Thus, just as the

different varieties of pluralism sketched above are not restricted to
polyethnic or multiracial contexts,

80

too such collective contacts do

not always generate continuing relations, whether symbiotic, assimilative
or asymmetrical.

It is thus all the more necessary to ask what factors

and conditions in differing empirical contexts are necessary and sufficient
to generate differing structures of interethnic and interracial relations.
To that end I shall pursue the approach that seeks to explain developments
and their outcomes by means of requisite conditions and their entailments.
The alternatives of symbiosis, withdrawal, expulsion or extermination indicate certain directions in which to seek an answer to our
central question, since they all indirectly depend on power relations
within and between the collectivities involved.
symbiotiC relations cited above eschew

To illustrate, all the

~~
of collective~=~~~
po~~ while

th~use

the free suspension of such relations by

its

withdrawal demonstrates

one group's autonomy and ability to remain aloof from the other, for
whatever reasons it finds persuasive.

Extermination, expulsion, ex-

propriation and the like clearly involve and demonstrate the superior
power of one 'group' over the other;

and so manifestly do all poly-

ethnic and/or multiracial societies structured by differential incorporation.
By power I understand the ability to secure compliance and
desired performance (3mith 1960, 1968).

At the individual level, a

person's power is his or her ability to have others do as he/she wills.
Collectively, power is the ability of a collectivity to have its members
and/or others obey its will.

while for some groups or persons power is

I

normally a superior means to other ends, and for others it lULy be the
supreme value and an end in itself, it is always the decisive coniition
of any continuing set of collective relations, and the essential precondition of dominance in homogeneous or mixed societies.

Thus,

while superior power is not used in the symbiotic contexts just cited,
it may be used to incorporate as citizens and formal equals those of
differing Ethnicity and/or race without further coniitions, as, for
example, among the Lunda of Luapula (Cunnison 1959), the Fort Jameson
l:goni (Barnes 19.54), or immigrant and native Whites under the U.S.
constitution (Gordon 1964), which has influenced many countries across
the globe.

~ith

regard to the collective accommodations of differing

ethnic or racial stocks, we therefore need to ask what variables, if
any, separately or together, best account for the historical distributions,
uses and goals of power, in contexts of this kind and differing structure.
These questions are too formidable to be tackled fully here.

However,

they do invite consideration and obliquely suggest various factors and
possible combinations of conditions.

Conditions of domination by force
Certain conditions are essential if any population is to establish
political domination over another.

These include an organisation effective

in mobilising and coordinating its aanpower and relevant resources for
action; resources that are adequate for the project or superior to
those o~ts opponents, especially in the number and quality of aanpower,
weapons and other military instruments, and in the means of internal
communication, in leadership, in collective orientations and aotivations,

.

and one or more concentrations of sufficient numbers of mobile aales to
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provide effective forces for attack or defence.

Ancillary condit1ons

that greatly ease the task of conquest include the fragmentation by their
own political organisation or traditional culture of those attacked, their
physical dispersal, primitive technology, ecological handicaps, previous
isolation, lack of relevant experience to guide their responses to the
new situation, and religious beliefs which discourage appropriate
collective action or transfer the initiative to others.

Whll e these

conditions rarely occur together, some are always present and at one
time or another decisive in the various contexts in which invading
populations have overrun and subjugated others, often many times their
number.
However, conquest is not the only basis of collective domination.
Other means of establishing dominance include subversion. bribery.
spying, intimidation, conversion and ideological penetration. spurious
alliances or treaties. trade concessions. pretensions of friendship. and
so on.

There is indeed no great shortage of means, techniques and

opportunities to subvert and subordinate those who are weak. disorganised
and culturally unprepared for such predation.
Having overrun and defeated their opponents or otherwise achieved
control. a victorious group has to decide first whether to'move on. like
Alexander, to withdraw to its homelands, as did Masai and many others
of traditional culture, to consolidate its control of the population and
the territory occupied, and/or to extend its conquest.

As

we have

seen, conquerors may occasionally consolidate their domination of an area
by exterminating defeated popUlations, by driving them wholesale in flight
to other regions, by sufficient decimation to persuade them to evacuate
...

the area, or by allowing them to survive on condition that their rule
and superiority are accepted without challenge.

The ways in which

I

such forcible domination has historically been institutionalised are
too numerous to be listed here, since they often co-vary with the specific
social contexts and material conditions of penetration and conquest.
For example, in those parts of :ndia, East and West Africa, 30utheast
Asia and elsewhere whose indigenous peoples had a suitable political
organisation, in the past two centuries Europeans used that to
establish and maintain their domination by the methods of indirect
rule, much as the Romans, Arabs and Inca had done elsewhere long before.
Such arrangements are generally adopted in regions that a dominant
group does not wish to appropriate for exclusive occupation and settlement by its own people, but over which it nonetheless desires to retain
sufficient control to promote and protect its interests, however those
are conceived.
Otherwise, immigrant conquerors normally consolidate their
domination of an area by occupying and populating it and by appropriating
I
some or all of its land and other resources for their people.
In
either case, besides those policies that directly relate their people
to the conquered territory, that consolidate and institutionalise their
dominion, and discourage revolt, flight or unwanted loss of lives among
the subject peoples, the dominant group has to decide how to regulate
its relations as a collectivity with the dominated, and what freedoms,
kinds and contexts of interaction to allow its members and subjects as
individuals.
~uch

collective decisions are either made by those living in the

colonial situation or by their ruling authorities elsewhere.
either formulated and

ir~tituted

They are

discretely, after deliberation and by

...

fiat, ar they emerge locally, gradually and diffusely by practice as
custom before taking shape as rules, as for example did the institutions
.--/

..~
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of caste among the :': a tabele in the years between the t;debele invasion
and conquest of the 1820s and the accession of Lobengula in 1870 (Hughes,
1956, 6- 11, 50-56), or in India between the Aryan invasions and the Code
Which alternative prevails depends partly on situational

of Jo'.arlU.

conditions and partly on the cultural traditions, technology and sociopolitical organisation, numbers and distribution of the dominant group
\

across the territory vis-a-vis the dominated.
Clearly, besides those milieux in which the social structures
of domination are instituted by laws or decree, as, for example, according
to Paktun traditions was the unusual regime in Swat (Barth 1959), there
are many in which such institutions develop incidentally and diffusely
as conditions and forms of interaction between members of the dominant
group and the subjugated people in situations too variable and dispersed
for central regulation.

In such conditions, prescriptions by the

ruling authorities, whether secular or rel1gious,may be set aside or
extensively violated by members of the dominant group

actir~

collectively

or privately, as happened in t-i ew Spain and other parts of Spanish America
despite the efforts of Madrid, and in the British Caribbean where
planters systematically violated the slave codes imposed by Britain.
In short, besides the de jure conditions of incorporation, which in
such societies as Swat Paktun, Ndebele, Ruanda or Ankole may not have
the form of law, we need always to investigate the prevailing de facto
condi tions.

Our problem then is to discover what other prerequisites

of a group's continued

do~ination

in these contexts. besides those self-

evident political and military conditions of collective rule and morale,
personal security,

n~~erical

increase, communication and organisation,

may together persuade its leaders and members to choose one mode of

incorporation rather than another for themselves and their subjects, to
regulate certain interests and activities, or to prescribe differing
modes of incorporation for differing categories of subjects in similar
or differing spheres of interest or activity.

Simultaneously we need

to ask whether and how in differing historical situations have perceived and objective commonalities or differences of race and ethnicity
influenced such processes, decisions and structures.
As regards the modes of incorporation instituted and practised
by dominant groups, three sets of factors have already been identified
as necessary preconditions of such group domination.

These are the

~XcJ.o.a...4

cultural tradition and resources of the dominant people,

~.1~forms

~A

,

.,

-

O~SOCial, political and military organisation, and th~~esponses to
the immediate political and demographic exigencies of their situations
and other requ1si tes of their continued rule.

Conquerors must either

sustain or increase their numbers by reproducing in situ with mates of
their own group, with others of differing origin and culture, by /~
incorporation and socialisation of people from other groups, or they
must rely on the immigration of their compatriots and others.

A

'I
I

dominant people also needs to

ma'~ta1n

i,

sufficient solidarity, morale,

resources and organisation to discourage and suppress any challenge to
its rule and habituate the dominated to compliance with its order.
To fulfil such conditions routinely in good order, the dominant
population requires an adequate and

reasor~bly

assured supply of such

material necessities as food, water, shelter. fuel, clothing, tools and
other supplies, as well as military equipffient, manpower and other resources.
Either the

dorr.ir~nt

group will provide all, most, or a goodly part of these

requireffients, commodities and services by their own productive labour, and
sometilTleS by tra:!e;

.

or they will depend for some or all of these supplies
(","'[1'
v

I

I

,I

j

on transfers fron. others, whether from their hon,eland or from their
subjects as tax or tribute, or by seizures as booty of war,

or they

will depend for such supplies and services to greater or less extent on
the productive labour of other people incorporated in their new society•
• hile always an essential condition of survival as well as domination, such economic resources and interests sometimes operate as ends
in themselves, and may in

ce~tain

contexts provide the decisive motivations

and goals for conquest and/or domination.

Historically, however, where

predominant, such economic motivations generally emerge during or after
the consolidation of conquests that were undertaken with other
motives and goals, such as religion, political expansion,

IF

do~inant

gratification, as with Alexander, Caesar, Hannibal, Genghis Khan,
Tamurlaine. Duke William of NoZ1lUUld;r. Napoleon or

cJ/~

personal

s~~ective

t jj

desire for glory, or strategic and other collective interests such as
trade, exploration, and outlets for population.
Typically, men wage wars and undertake conquests with some
l~/J.t; fl6b )
mixture of these and other aims and intentionr'
Yet whatever their

-

primary motives or aims, to occur at all such conquests require the
superior power and mobility of one group, and their consolidation depends
on such military and political conditions.

Hence, wherever routine

poli tical or mlli tary prerequisites of the resulting order and regime
are threatened by particular econoaic interests, or perceived as incompatible with certain relations or forms of organisation such as
'self-regulating' markets, those economic structures are either dissolved,
controlled, forbidden or frustrated by explicitly political means such
as subversion

~~d

revolt, legislation, guided adjudication, administration

or military-police operations.

Conversely, where such dominant interests

as collective survival, prestige, autonomy, strategic advantages or power

I

are believed to require, even the most absurdly uneconomic projects will
be launched and sustained as priorities until they are no longer possible,
as, e.g., the recent British defence of the ralkland IslandsJ
futile French and U.S. campaigns in Vietnam;
Cuba and to

~;komo

the

the Soviet subsidies to

in Zimbabwe, Chinese assistance under j·.ao to various

Central and Sast African countries, or the long, ill-advised struggles
of the Dutch in Indonesia, of the French in Algeria and the Portuguese
in l-iozambique, Angola and Guinea-Bissau, to cite only some recent examples.
On these and other grounds, while appreciating the great contributions
of Marx and Engels, and those of Lenin, Mao, Gramsci and Althusser to
the theory of historical materialism, like Oppenheimer, Mosca, Weber
and others, I am obliged by the empirical data of ethnography, history
and contemporary affairs to recognise the virtually universal subordination of specifically economic considerations, interests and relations
to those of a specifically or predominantly political kind, includ1ng
collective ideas of status, prestige, order and security, however
objectively inappropriate the latter may be in fact.
Since -men do not live by bread alone", besides the requisites
of political organisation, population, technology, communication, ecology
and economy, we need also to take full account of the ideology, religious
or secular, of the leaders and members of the dominant group.

Historical

examples of conquest, occupation and domination motivated primarily by
religious prescripts and ideals occur most frequently in the annals of
o-s't ~0dJ-,f..€C\AJ
CatholiCism, Islam and Hinduism, and .of such polytheisms as Dahomey\

<;In..:s/tms

-

that require human sacrifice. f.!rotest£r:ts, Orthodox ':;hristians a.nd
Buddhists also engaged in territorial expansion forcefully or with
ini t1ally peaceful intent, as lllustra ted by the Pilgrim Fa.thers of
1620 or the Amish and r.utterites.

rrotestants were particularly prone

I

to take offence at alien religious and social customs, and on those grounds
often claimed as 'natural' their right to intervene, as for exaIT.ple in

/~

West Africa to suppress hurr.a.."1 sacrifice, or in India to suppress 'suttee'.
ferhaps most often

I,..;

~

carr,paigns inspired by religion as by other aiz;-.s

and intents, most participants, including the leaders of such projects,
were actuated by mixed Ir:oti ves that varied individually and by status (.smith 1966).
Jbviously any

cor~egation

that feels its faith or religious

freedom under threat is likely to respond with
however objectively mistaken the fear;

determir~tion

and violence,

but they will react more fervently

if their faith is universal and regarded as necessary for personal salvation
(weber 196;).

If not externally oriented, such situations of threat pre-

suppose the prior incorporation of adherents of differing faiths in some
more inclusive society, whether, as in Lebanon, on religious criteria,
or on other grounds.

It is generally in such multi-religious populations

that collective tensions on religious issues arise, as in India, Sri
Lanka, Vietnam, Iran, Iraq, Egypt, and formerly in Europe.
Exclusive use of one language for official and other public
transactions is heavily instrumental and thus provokes collective tensions
and pressure, since such practice aaterially determines the social
distribution of access to law, justice, administration, education, knowledge,
technology, occupational training, employment, economic opportunities and
resources.

Accordingly the tensions and protests that characterise

linguistic issues and conflicts only appear in those contexts of linguistiC
pluralism that insulate and bolster one group's domination of others by
exclusive use of its language in government, education, the army, the
market, etc.

However, unlike those factors that sometimes inspire

...

collectivities to overrun and occupy the territory of others, to my
knowledge no group has ever done so primarily in order to spread and
, i
.

f
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impose its

The very idea itself reveals why not.

lar~uage.

.3ince

linguistic tensions and conflicts, like 'language policies', can only
arise in certain kinds of plural s1tuation, they presuppose and reflect
them, and can have no place or meaning in linguistically homogeneous
societies, including such plural ones as Hwanda or

Burundi.

Nor can

they normally develop in such linguistically plural societies as
Switzerland, N1geria or Yugoslavia, where all major native languages
enjoy equal status in their home areas and in the common public domain.
Thus linguistic policies that generate protests and conflict can only
occur in populations differentially incorporated de facto or de jure as
hierarchic pluralities under a dominant section that imposes such
linguistiC disabilities on them for its own advantage, as did Austrians
in the Hapsburg empire.

Such issues had little place in

republic~

or

imperial Rome, and in Hausaland under Fulani domination, where language
policy and practice were both inclusive.

However, in modern India,

Spain, Canada, Belgium and elsewhere they have generated tension and
strife.
Like language conflicts, regional pressures for greater autonomy,
resources

or local relief presuppose the incorporation of such regions

in a wider heterogeneous society under conditions of perceived disprivilege
and de facto differential incorporation, since either alternative, segmental or de facto universalistic incorporation, would render such
protests needless unless local groups are disadvantaged in one or more

klHVcJA< ~el67~

regions, a.s, for example, were Bintin the first lligerian federation.
Jemands for regional

autono~y

presuppose, besides sufficient resources

and population, the ethnic, cultural and linguistic so11darity of a
regional community, and some sense of its prevailing disadvantage.

I

have already indicated the kinds of issues and discrimination that are

")')".
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necessary to generate collective tensions and movements of this kind.
At this point, having repeatedly indicated the importance of
situational exigencies and the prevalence of diverse interests, mixed
motives
~ost

a~d

various conditions in generating, sustaining and developing

plural societies and influencing the modes and conditions of their

incorporation, I shall not consider other variables and their possible
influence, but concentrate on two important questions:

firstly, given

the preceding discussion, which of the alternative modes of incorporation
are dominant populations most likely to adopt and institute in different
contexts. and for what reasons?
racial

~~d

Secondly, what implications will their

ethnic distinctness or identity with other elements of the

society have for those decisions in differing conditions, and why?
These are two of the principal issues to which this essay is addressed.

Race, ethnicity and modes of incorporation
Of the three alternative modes of societal incorporation described
above, one, the universalistic or uniform, prescribes the formal equality
of everyone in the public domain;

a second, the differential mode,

prescribes the inequality of at least tvo collectivities and their
members in the public domain;

the third or segmental mode formally

organises the society as a consociation of coordinate groups or
categories of similar basis and kind.

However, as ve have seen, the

gaps between rules and practice, and especially between the de jure and
de facto conditions of

incorporation, are often wide.

For example,

despite its constitution, until this century the U.S.A. differentially
incorporated all

~~erican

women without distinction of race, and many

feminists claim that de facto their differential incorporation has

I

persisted until the present, there and elsewhere.

Despite its constitution,

for nearly two centuries the U.S. has also combined the formally universalistic incorporation of white males with de jure differential incorporation
of Amerindians, Negroes and Orientals.
Formally constituted consociations of equivalent segments may
also vary widely in the substantive equivalence or inequality of those
units, as in Czechoslovakia, the U.S.S.R., the first

~igerian

federal

republic of 1960-1966, the short-lived confederation of Greeks and Turks
in Cyprus, 1960-196), Pakistan 1946-1972, the Canadian confederation,
and elsewhere.

Similarly, under informal constitutions in such con-

sociations as Lebanon 1943-1975, Malaysia 1955-1969, Sri Lanka, Suriname
in 1948-1975 or Guyana and Trinidad since 1957, where Fast Indians and
Creoles of African descent are incorporated as rival segments ~ political
parties, despite their intended parity, the consociated segments may be
substantially unequal in such requisites of de facto parity as population,
weal th, terri tory, ecology, prestige, occupational skills, and organisation.
In some cases, as among Boers and Britons in South Africa or Malay and
Chinese in Malaysia, the political dominance of one segment may be
balanced by economic dominance of the other, so that though constituted
as equivalent de jure, the segments are in practice complementary and
interdependent.

In other contexts, however, such relations may be

substantively asymrretric, and one or more of the segments may be dependent
or inferior, as variously in the U.S.S.R., the United Kingdom, Canada,
Pakistan 1947-1972, Cyprus, Israel, the Aztec Confederation, the League
of Delos under Pericles, and so forth.
Of the three alternatives, coincident de facto and de jure conditions are most frequer.tlyassociated with differential incorp'oratlon
IC~'

.

whiLe their divergence reflects such processes of structural change in
the social organisation as the current depluralisation of Blacks in the
U.S.A.

Eowever, though corporate provisions assume or prescribe the

de jure equality of individuals or constituent groups, the de facto
reality for some sections, such as Jews under Hitler, Arabs in Israel,
or Tamils in Sri Lanka, is often that of differential incorporation.
This brief review of possible discrepancies of de facto and de jure
provisions under all three modes of incorporation indicates the need
to bear such possibilities constantly in mind as we consider the conditions that might influence dominant groups to choose between the
alternative modes of incorporation as frameworks and bases for organisation
of the new society created by their arrival and domination.
Normally of course in such si tua tions, in the absence of an
external threat, a dominant group will seek to consolidate its position
of power and privilege by incorporating others differentially.

To do

so, and sometimes to do the opposite as well, it must first identify
those characteristics its members regard as decisive and essential for
their collective identity and distinctness, such as religion, language,
ecology, origin, culture, ethnicity or race, separately or in combination.
Clearly, such characteristics as origin, physical appearance and ethnicity
are more exclusive than others, but the latter, while variably inclusive,
depend on particulars of definition and context for effect.

Thus, while

such universal religions as Christianit} and Islam seek and incorporate
t tJ .e,~ /fit. '3)
converts, tribal religions like Judaism do n0t:/ However, as in Islam
(Lewis, 1979), the Amerindian and Negro experiences of Christianity in
r.exico and 30uth America show that religious conversion did not always
entail civic or social equality, but often involved different1al incorporation in slavery, encomienda, repartimiento, etc.

Nonetheless, if
i '. " ,'

I

a people regards its language, culture and ecology, with or without religion,
as their essential distinctive traits, their ability to assiu.ilate others,
individually or collectively, by incorporation and socialisation is
formally high, and may sometimes be realised, as, for example, by the

b

Zulu under "; haka, by the Fort Jameson :;gOni,!t'e Fulani, both pastoral
and sedentary, the Lunda, Chinese or imperial

~ \ omans,

and arguably by

:tortuguese and 3pa.niards in Sentral America and the Caribbean.
In the C.3 .A., where the dominant Anglo-American population also
offered to incorporate as equals those who adopted its language, culture
and ecological patterns, such opportunities were extended only to
whites, though then without restrictions of origin or ethnicity, and
were effectively denied to Blacks, Amerindians and immigrant Orientals
by various institutional u.eans.

Thus. while Anglo-Americans sponsored

the initial in(orporation of European immigrants to the U.S.A. as formal
equals in conformity with the U.3. constitution, the differential incorporation of non-whites that prevailed there earlier and from 1865
to 1965. when the Federal Government launched its program of affirmative
action. was actively supported and implemented by host and immigrant
whites together.
in

~outh

Similar historical processes occurred among whites

Africa and Rhodesia, in Kenya before the Mau Mau revolt, in

Canada, Australia and in various Latin American countries such as Brazil
J

and Argentina.

Such examples of the differential incorporation by whites

of other stocks in territories acquired by conquest and occupation contrast significantly with the assimilative mestizo societies of Latin
America, which at least pro forma provide for the universalistic incorporation of all, including Amerindians,
adopt the

dorr.ip~t

~egroes

or Orientals, who

mestizo language, culture and forms of behaviour.

I
.J

These contrasts have aroused the interest
whom (Tannenbaum 1947;

Williams 1957;

01

several scholars, some of

Harris 1964;

Hoetink 1971) have

tried to 'explain' them as effects of various 'deter~inants'. )
(C~,r-/9)r 3l/-::J..
Without pausing to review those con~roversier' ~we should bear
in mind that similar

cc~trasts

hold between other assimilative and

exclusive societies and cultures, though less well known.

For

exampl~

those Zulu units that fled north from Shaka under Mzilikazi and identified
themselves as Ndebele instituted a rigid hierarchy of three castes, Zansi,
Enhla and Holl or Lowzi throughout their domains, as did the Hima in
Ankole, the Arma and Arabs in Timbuktu, the Tutsi 1n Ruanda and Burundi,
Polynesians in Fiji and New Caledonia, and Tuareg in Azben.

By contrast,

in Buganda, Bunyoro, Busoga, Arusha, Kagoro, Nuer, and in the Ijaw and Efik
city-states of Bonny and Calabar, peoples of differing ethnicity, origin
and culture assimilated biologically and participated as formal equals
in a common society by virtue of their universalistic or equivalent incorporation.

As Gonja (Goody 1967), the Hausa-Fulani emirates, and

mestizo Central America indicate in differing ways, the inclusive incorporation of differing stocks in a common polity is quite compatible
with their substantial stratification, Gonja with its three estates most
closely approximating the differential incorporation of Anglo-5axons and
Gauls by the l';ormans and Franks in Jlgland and :'rance as serfs, nobles
and clerics.
r.en generally try to order their lives by the cultural axioms,
values and ideas they

~ve

::earnt in the societies to which they belong

by birth, or occasionally by choice.
and open-minded in

t~ese

Women are more flexible, receptive

ani several other respects;

but overwhelmingly,

collective relations, whether interracial, or interethnic and

interracial,~

are conducted and dominatej by men, even when women also partiCipate, as
1'0"1
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happened in the jpanish conquest of liexico by Cortez.

If for no other

reason, such male control of these collective relations follows on male
domination of females in most documented human societies, and this
nearly universal situation defines intercollective relations as primarily
arenas and objects of interaction between males of the aggregates involved.

3uch patterns implicitly involve differential access to

females of both groups as basic conditions established by the dominance
of either group, namely that, as routine features of the new social order,
dominant males should have access, with or without marriage as they prefer,
to women of the subject peoples, while no males of those groups should
have access to theirs -- a situation that most aptly and dramatically
summarises the relationships of these groups.
These and other instances of diverse modes and outcomes of
collective accommodation indicate the salience of demographic factors
and policies in their genesis and development.

For example, as mentioned

earlier, having decided not to occupy some subjugated areas themselves,
a dominant group may control them by institutions of vassalage and tribute
or by other forms of indirect rule.

In the former case, it may have no

resident representatives of its own and thus no demographic problems in
the vassal-state.

In the latter, the dominant group has to control and

supervise the local authorities through whom it rules lndirectly by a
small but suffiCient number of officials drawn from its people who ~AJ
reside in the area for limited service periods before transfer, retirement
or recall home.

In India,

~igeria,

Ghana, Surinam, Indonesia and else-

where the British and Dutch adopted such patterns of colonial administration
as most aFPropriate on various grounds.

In consequence, besides

recruitir~

the necessary replacements and additions for their supervisory staff and
preventing unauthorised settlements by others, these dominant groups
needed no local

populat~or.

policy.

They could either leave their local

I

representatives substantial autonomy in those matters, or they cJuld discourage or proscribe their marriage and sex relations with native peoples.
Even without such official proscriptions however, their situation
as transient expatriate career officials, due for transfer or to return
~

home periodically on leave ~ at the end of their contracts, discouraged
most of these men from such marriages with local women as the native
Under

culture did not proscribe on grounds of religion, race or caste.

w~~ ~~

such conditions, most liaisons between expatriate males and local

proceeded without marriage, and thus left the men legally

fre~ t~eturn

home without their local families o~~e ~r retirement.

Their local

AllNg~

womenfolk and children would then be absorbed into the

kindr~or

lineages

)s

of the women, if that was permitted by traditional custom and if the
children were phenotypically and otherwise acceptable by local standards.
Children borne for men of a dominant group may be more readily assimilated to their mother's family and kin if phenotypically indistinguishable, that is, if begotten by men of the same race as their mothers,
though commonly of a different ethnic or religious group, or, as in India,
of a differing caste.
If the expatriate officials and those they administer belong
to the same race, ceteris paribus the likelihood of intermarriage will
increase greatly, since the woman's ethnic distinctness will not be
indicated by her physical

appe~rance

even in the husband's homeland,

and since both the mother and her children may.

~

enjoy much wider

opportunities for assiffiilation and incorporation as equal

than

would have been the case were they self-evidently of a different and
disfavoured race.

Thus if parents of common race differ in ethnicity,

whether wed or unwed, in the abser,ce of cultural barriers their offspring

...

w:ll probably er.joy superior opport\..lIlities for assimilation and incorporation

I

as equals in either society than if the parents are of differing racial
stock.

~uch

considerations, if not overridden by insurmountable differ-

ences of religion, caste, class, culture or personal taste, imply a
higher probability that parents of common race but differing ethnic
stockl may freely marr,) one another, with or without official support,
unless thereby subject to organised

negativ~ sanction~

as in hdebele .

)1~~

(Hughes 1956), in i\azi Gern,any for marriages vi th Jell'; \ or Gypsies,

"-

orJon-o"'7flN

'-

I

uAf.<.t?;j as regards marriages of Muslims and Slavs.
As these examples show, the accommodations in remote situations

of indirect rule differ greatly from those adopted in other contexts.
What then are the population policies of such settlers as the early
colonists in New England, Quebec, Ontario, Nell' Zealand, in the 'white
highlands of Kenya, Rhodesia, Argentina and Costa Rica, or of Tutsi in
huanda. and Burundi, Chinese in Malaysia and Singapore, Indians and Polynesians in Fiji, etc., who generally ha.d adequate access to women of
their own race or ethnic group?

To replace themselves, settlers having

adequate access to women of their own race and culture generally reproduce
in marriage vith them rather than others.

They may do so exclusively

under institutions of caste, or while mating asymmetrically vith those
and
of other racial or ethnic stock i f possiblei/for population 'growth of
their own stock they may either rely on further immigration from their
homeland and/or on their own high rates of natural increase, as in Nell'
England during the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries.

Such a.rrange-

ments implicitly incorporate as formal equals immigrants of the settlers'
racial stock with or without restrictions of religion or ethnicity, while
simultaneously excluding people of other races, religions and/pr ethnic
• groups'.

The latter, if not exterminated or expelled from the country,

...

must either remain outside the settler's society in separate subordinate
iiO

I

units of their own, or if admittei will be differentially incorporated
within it, whether

b~

slavery, serfdom,

~~ffiienda,

colonial disenfranchise-

ment, apartheid, or by othe.:' means, since segmental incorporation as
forual equals is excluded by the premise of their inequality.

How such

conditions of differential incorporation are defined and institutionalised
in detail will depend on accidents of circumstance, and on the cultural
values and preference scales of the dominant group, but selection of that
mode of incorporation by the latter will be governed in contexts of this
kind by the factors and processes set out above.

In consequence, as

illustrated initially by the U.S.A., and in Canada and Australia since

1945, when they do not threaten but enhance the position and resources
of a dominant group vis-a-vis
but of the same race as

o~iders,

(2/~ ,,~

t~

+3

IT ..

immigrants of differing ethnicity

will be welcomed ...

u. as formal

equals and given opportunities for socialisation and assimilation not
available to

thos~

of other stocks, provided there is no overriding

political or religious objection.

Biology and collective accommodation
The situation of a dominant group committed to settle and occupy
the territory it has seized without any hope of substantial additions to
its number from voluntary

i~igration

or natural increase with women of

its own kind differs considerably from those already reviewed.

Such

situations also differ among themselves as the incomers are or are not
rhysically and raCially distinct from those with whom they have settled
as, for instance, objectively the
in Iberia, the

:~ormans

Frar~s

were not in Gaul, the Goths

among Anglo-Saxons, the Dlglish in Ireland, ;,iebele'"

among Shona and Sotho, and Fulani among Hausa, whatever their beliefs to
" I
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the contrary.

If the incomers and indigenous peoples are of common raCe

and appearance, such similarities enhance the prospects of their biological
and cultural assimilation by excluding obvious signs of physical difference and of intermixture or hybrid status.

Accordir~ly,

under these

coniitions extensive miscegenation of invaders and natives can be
expected which, though

aSYIT~etrical,

also promote societal integration.

by bridging the ethnic gulf should
~elations

of kinship should facili-

tate extension of opportunities for cultural assimilation and social
incorporation as equals to the women and children of dominant males,
for as always, here also, in its initial formative phases inter-collective relations are determined almost exclusively by men, and have as a
central focus the regulation of access to one another's womenfolk, which
is everywhere a highly conflictual issue that may be most equitably
resolved by caste endogamy as in India, Ruanda, Burundi, Ankole,
Ndebele and, at least formally, in Tlmbuktu (Miner,

1953).

However, when the new masters differ physically from the subject
people, lack women of their own stock, and neither expect nor receive
numbers adequate for their needs, they must either forego reproduction
and hold on till they die out collectively, a possibility that is always
avoided, or they will reproduce locally en famille with native women
or others of different stock.

One or aore of these alternatives is

normal in such situations, once the settlers have reconciled themselves
to exile from their homelands, and have thus rid themselves of those
reserves about familial liaisons with local women inspired by former
ex~ectations

of

ret~rn

ani disapproval or rejection at home.

In

such contexts the three important questions for us concern, first, the

.

kinds of mating arrangement adopted by dominant males for women of
IlL

I

differing stock and status;
and after their liaisons;

second, the status of these women before
and third, the status and prospects of their

issue by dominant males.
Early in their settlement of those

~ew

world territories allocated

to them by Pope Alexander VI in 1496, Spaniards, having then as Catholics
an unquestioned monogenetic view of the origin and variety of mankind,
at first married the Ciboney women of western Cuba;

but even before

the polygenetic hypothesis was put forward by Paracelsus in Florence
on theological grounds in 1520, they had virtually ceased to do so.

By

then 3panish subordination of Cuba's natives was complete, and their use
of the Indians as forced labour in cultivation, mining and other pursuits
had begun.

Thereafter the compulsory recruitment and unsatisfactory

performance of Indians as mining and agricultural labour, together with
the new theory of polygenesis and the idea that Europeans, Africans
and Amerindians were different species instead of varieties of a common
speCies, effectively put a stop to such marriages;

and thereafter white

males either ignored Indian women as possible mates or took them informally
in adulterine relations.

However, not long after Paracelsus first

announced his ideas, following the debate in Madrid between de las Casas
and de Sepulveda, the Pope ruled that whites and Indians were all offspring of Adam and equally human, and that Amerindians should therefore
no longer be enslaved (Zayala 1964, 42).

Though the Pope's statement

opened a path for marriage of whites and Indians, encomienda replaced
Indian slavery, and such intermarriages had virtually ceased in the Antilles
by 1520.

By then the Arawak, Taino and Ciboney populations had declined

severely and 3panish colonists were purchasing African slaves from
Portuguese and rrotestant traders in Cuba, Elspaniola and Jamaica.
In 1520 Cortez set off with 600 armed men and useful information

I

for the mainland.

Thereafter the 3panish Antilles became way-stations

to the mainland, and the entire concept and nature of Spain's relation
to the ;,ew

~orld

changed.

5ingle Spanish males mated equally outside

of marriage with local or imported African women, the child's status
as free or slave being determined by its mother's under relevant Spanish
law, without necessary reference to the papal edict.

However, as the

Fope had not been asked to decide whether Hegroes were also human like
whites and Amerindians, given the contemporary prevalence of polygenist
ideas, the striking physical and cultural differences of hegroes and
Whites, and the polar contrast of their political and social status,
there were indeed very few, i f any, marriages of white men and l;egro
women, however frequent and perduring their association.

In short,

racial difference of phenotype, accentuated by differences of political
status and by religious

~~d

ideological constructs, virtually excluded

marriages of white males and black females in the nispanic Antilles,
thus leaving concubinage or casual relations as the only alternatives
to racial caste.
Without such papal guidance, in Protestant colonies there was
little hesitation in forbidding intermarriage of blacks and whites, the
more so since the few recorded cases involved black males and white
females (Jordan 1968, 78-81), an issue that was quite crucial to black/
white relations, for reasons sketched above.

Hence in the British and

Dutch Caribbean slave colonies, as in French Saint

Domir~e,

La Grenade

and elsewhere, for most of their colonial history, however liberally
white males treated their offspring by black or mulatto females, they
rarely, if ever,sacralised such unions as marriage.

In Africa, West,

East and South, and later in Melanesia, Australia and 30utheast Asia, the

/If

I

pattern was similar.

~hite

interbreeding with subject peoples of differ-

ing race was highly asymmetrical and at best left its products in an

ambiguous position as illustrated by Dutch-Indonesians, Anglo-Indians
and mestizos, ~~generally marginalised them politically, economically,
socially and culturally as well as racially.
What conclusion can we draw from the contrasting patterns of these
data?

While some dominant groups, such as the

~debele,

forbade inter-

marriage with subject peoples of the same racial stock, many did not,
but left that to individual choice.

However, in almost all contexts

of European settlement overseas, when among peoples of differing race a..u cf
without mates of their own ethnic 'group' and race, white males mated
asymmetrically with females of other races and treated the offspring of
such unions as their culture and collective political interests directed
and their personal circumstances and inclinations allowed.

The general

rejection by white ma:es of intermarriage with non-whites upheld the
preva~~~/~~ ~rential incorporation of racial stocks,

and was undoubtedly

nded to do so.

So too did their uneasy and

uncertain provisions for the issue of such unions.

I conclude that

while in some contexts males of dominant groups could marry women of
subject stocks and the same race, and might thus incorpora t 'e their
families equally, in others, for reasons that reflected their racial
difference, cultural values and social contexts, they either could not
or chose not to marry women of differing subject races, such as Negroes
and Indians, with whom they nonetheless mated.
the

patter~s

In all cases, however,

of intra- and inter-racial mating within or without

"f-'<-~~;).

marriag~orreSpond~~th the prevailing mode of u.corpor.tion of
racial stocks.

Thus, where intermarriage prevailed symmetrically, as

in "ew England, those involved were universalistically incorporated.

I

Where it never happened or happened rarely, the races or stocks were incorporated differentially as unequals, thereby proscribing their legal
union.
Despite their servile roles, Africans were not legally classiuN1;'L
~
fied as slaves in Virginia until after 1662, in Maryland JIIrj 166), ~ in
the

~}~
1669.

carolinas~

-

However, when an African tried to marry a

white woman in Virginia, such
( J orda.n 1 968 ) •

~iages

thereafter were proscribed

In Cuba, on the other hand, the 3paniards had initially

married native women but then, having reduced the Amerindians to servitude, ceased, and eliminated them.

In Brazil, lacking women of their

own ethnic stock, some early Portuguese colonists at first married
Amerindian women, but soon became antagonistic to Indians and thereafter
preferably mated with black slave women recruited as house servants,
whose mulatto offspring they often reared in their households, while
relieving the mother of servile tasks and favouring manumisaion of both.
The ambiguous relation of white masters to this increasingly diverse
population of free and slave hybrids and black slaves identified the
hybrids broadly as a loosely bounded social, racial and cultural stratum
set between Whites and Negroes long before Brazil abolished slavery and
t

achieved independence.

However, while preferring such hybrids to

Indians, Negroes and Indian-White mestizos, the Portuguese in Brazil
opposed and forbade marriage with

the~,

as well as sexual liaisons

between white women and oen of other races (Fierson 1942, 71-95, 141-147,

159-164;

!:odrigues 1961, 52-64.

Harris 1964) until the latter half of

the nineteenth century, when the free mulattoes and poorer whites intermarried increasir,gly, being then of similar status and wealth.
These and similar cases of multiracial association demonstrate

I

the close relation between the

~4Iriage

practices and taboos of dominant

stocks and the prevailing strJctures of racial incorporation.

However

instituted, whether prescriptively and at an instant, or gradually by
evolution, these modes of de facto incorporation, whether applied to
racial or ethnic stocks or to groups of other kind, originate with those
who have the power and organisation to impose their will, and institute
certain solutions to problems of orderly collective existence that then
become customary and normal for the society.

Such solutions are always

shaped by the cultural and political conditions of all concerned, and
wherever secure and in a commanding position, by the dominant group.
Among the variables that are generally relevant to such deCisions and
in such contexts are the composition and demographic structure of
the ruling section and of the total society, its racial and ethnic composition and distribution, ratios and conditions of population growth,
political geography, economy, technology, religion, culture and social
organisation.
In differing socio-political contexts, and in a single society
at different points in time, these variables may have differing values
and relations with one another, objectively and as culturally perceived.
However, when different collectivities come together and need some framework for continuing orderly association, if their racial differences
coincide with cultural

a~d

social distinctness, the resulting corporate

structure, de facto as well as de jure, will most authoritatively and
directly express the cultural values and social priorities of those who
have the power and

org~~isation

to impose and implement their preferences.

These will e i ther proscribe symmetrical matll,g of their members with
others, while leaving
they may promote and

as~~etrical
so~etirnes

relations individually optionall

or

im?ose the latter, as in the forced
Ii \

I

biological mixtures of runaway .. egro slaves and Carib women in ...it. vincent,
Dominica (Taylor 1951), and perhaps also at different times in some
multiracial isolates of the southeastern U.S., among the Guajiro of
Venezuela and in the first ge~eration of Pitcairn Islanders (~hapiro 1962).
In all cases, whether by prescriptive avoidance and caste, as
in India, Ruanda and Burundi, by wholesale mixture as in the NegroIndian and White-Polynesian examples just cited, or by the asymmetrical
breeding of men of a dominant group and women of the subject people, as
in the Latin American and Garibbean colonies, interracial biological
accommodations express the political and cultural ideas and practices
of the dominant stock.

Probably nowhere, following conflict, has a

dominant group ever allowed those it dominated to marry freely or mate
asymmetrically with its women, whether or not both were of the same racial
stock.

Such interbreeding as takes place openly is always asymmetrical

between males of the dominant and women of the dominated
rarely sanctioned by marriage.

grouj

and is

However, in extremis dominated peoples

sometimes frustrate dominant groups by extreme measures.

Thus in

Grenada the Caribs committed suicide en masse by throwing themselves
over the cliff at Sauteurs in 1658 to escape F'rench domination, and in
Eispaniola a century earlier the Taino Indians practised mass suicide and
wide-scale abortions to preserve their progeny from Spanish cruelty and
oppression.

The extinction of both peoples in these situations presents

a unique type of 'biological accommodation'.

Yet however different in

form, the particular patterns of such interracial relations are always
structured by the political relations

~~d

cultural preferences of the

populations involved, and by their experience and interpretations of
their diverse situations, expectations

~~d

strategic alternatives.

I

;:otably, between ethr.ic comrr.unities of corumon race and appearance,
whether or not
and cultural

~isce£enation

ass i ~ilation.

symmetrically or

occurs is important for their biological
If i t does, whether i t then proceeds

asyrr~etrically

is also important as an iniex and condition

of these 'group' relations and processes, although in either case the
offspring are not physically distinctive.

Those physical diacritica

that indicate racial difference and identity are of a quite different
order from others that are strictly ethnic or cultural in source, kind
and significance, such as language or even religion, which can be individually changed.

Being biologically and socially of a different order

from such strictly ethnic features as conditions of 'intergroup' accommodation, racial differentiae have such different bases and implications
for those processes and structures that they cannot be assimilated
indiscriminately to ethnicity, as is presently the fashion, without condemning in advance the study of either field to utter confusion.
In the U.S.A., South Africa, Australia, Mexico and Argentina,
as in Brazil, whites of diverse ethnic stocks have freely assimilated
with one another or remained apart without repudiating their common
civic and political equality, however variably defined in these national
constitutions.

In the same countries and periods, non-whites were

subject to sharply different treatment;

and in all cases, given their

diverse circumstances, the critical factor underlying such differences
of process and outcome has been the presence or absence of gross hereditary
physical differences between parental stocks that persist in modified
form among their offspring, and demonstrate the differences between
relations that involve indiviiuals of the same and differing race.

""
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Following an introductory review and discussion of recent developments in the study of racial and ethnic conditions, a brief sketch of
the history of race and racism in Western thought, and an outline of
the varieties and conditions of pluralism, this essay has concentrated
on the conditions and factors that have guided accommodations between
intrusive and indigenous peoples of similar and differing race in

. ,I,

differing historical contexts, giving special attention to situations of
territorial occupation following conquest by immigrant groups.

Little

has been said directly about those situations in which individuals interact freely and equally without reference to differences of ethnicity and
race, and less about those in which immigrants of traditionally subordinate and/or disvalued stocks, whether of similar or differing race to
their hosts, depend on the host population politically and economically
for elementary justice, humane treatment, civility, and satisfactory conditions of existence.

To conclude the essay it is therefore necessary

to deal briefly with both these situations.
Interracial and interethnic relations can never exist as such
exclusively between individuals, for the following reasons.

Relations

between and among peoples of the same and differing racial and ethnic
stocks can only proceed within a society at exclusively individual levels
if they routinely satisfy either of the two following conditions,

(1) if

they vary and proceed freely and randomly between individuals in both
the public and private domains of life, so that

as)~etries

of

~,y

kind

or direction amor~ people of diverse ethnic background and/or race are
aCCidental, contingent, and statistically cancelled out by converse
asymmetries of equal significance,

60

...

that racial and ethnic commonalities
'1'
".<,

I

or differences remain irrelevant and without normative or material significance for networks of personal and group relations in the inclusive
population;

or (2 ) if interpersonal relations between members of ethnic

and/or racial 'groups' are prescriptively and routinely symrr.etr!.cal in
both the public and private domair.s of life, as, for

exa~ple,

o~

various

readings of their scriptures, should be the case -- but is not -- in
·2 hristiani t~,r, .: slam a rd.
situations

arxisn:.

systerr~t:cally

~y

defir:ition, both these hypothetical

exclude racial and ethnic relations, since

the conditions they involve autorratically render such factors, identities
and

differa~ces

irrelevant at both collective and personal levels.

Thus,

in effect, no ethnic or racial collectivities can exist as such in
either context, both of whicb, as indicated, are strictly hypot:.etical.
For ethnic and racial relations to have purely individual expression
across societal boundaries, it is necessary for relatively small numbers
of immigrants from differing racial and ethnic stocks to be equally
distributed among a number of adjacent and ethnically distinct but
homogeneous populations of differing race, as apparently was the case
in ancient Egypt, Greece and rtome, and perhaps in some adjacent
and North African soc:eties as well.

~udanese

Except for these three very

special situations, interracial and interethnic relations must always
have a collective dimension, basis and character.

Indeed, as just shown,

such relations are always primarily collective, and their interpersonal
aspects, especially those that involve relations between individuals of
differing 'groups', are substantially prescribed and regulated by public
interests to conform

wit~

prevail in their society.

the structures of collective accommodation that
Accordingly, by definition and emFirically,

ethnic and racial relations are unavoidably collective in base, mode
and expression.

.

Thus, with due attention to those conditions that

I

facilitate the dissolution of these collective aspects and the transformation of their social orders into systems of random or symmetrical
interpersonal relations in which commonalities and differences of ethnicity
and race are irrelevant at collective and individual levels, sociological
study of these situations rr.ust concentrate on their collective aspects
and foundations, and especially on the structure, content, history and
essential conditions of their systems of social classification and
collective relations.
Insofar as racial and ethnic relations are thus collective in
basis and character, their prominent and relatively standard collective
features are inherently public in reference, implication and origin,
and both derive from, pertain to, and are established and regulated by
processes and structures of the inclusive public domain of the SOCiety,
which simultaneously define and regulate the private sphere of tolerated
personal relations and activities between and among people in the
differing racial and/or ethnic •groups'.

Hence, to comprehend the.

conditions that underlie and diversify these structures of collective
accommodation, it is essential to investigate their genesis, content and
articulation in the public domain.
As we have seen, at the collective level relations ' within and
between ethnic units of common and/or differing race will be either prescriptively symmetrical, prescriptively asymmetrical, or they may be
prescriptively indifferent for some or all of the relevant collectivities
in the public

dorr~in.

The latter situation allows members of such collecti-

vities to remain apart or to assi&1late as they wish in the private domain
of permitted

persor~l

relations.

The truee alternative modes by which ethnic and racial populations"
can be corporately or[anised in

~~y

society have differing implications

I

for interactions in the private sphere of permissible personal relations.
If their collective
syrr~etrical

or

r~lations

asy~~etrical,

in the public domain are either prescriptively
whether racial or ethnic, the meDbers of such

units will live apart and separately, and so will interact for the most part
with their own people in the private sphere.

However, if the collective

relations of differing racial or ethnic groups are prescriptively symmetrical, their members are formally free to live where they please and
to interact as they wish within the limits of the law.

In practice, even

under such conditions, in various polyethnic and multiracial societies the
majorities of such collectivities tend to live together and apart as
local colonies.

If the collective relations of social 'groups', whether

racially or ethnically defined, are prescriptively asymmetrical in the
public domain, their members will be obliged to conform behaviourally and
interpersonally with the requirements of that order.

Insofar as the

racial and/or ethr,ic identities of individuals are prescriptively and
genuinely irrelevant for their status and rights as citizens in the
public domain, the members of such collectivities are formally free to
relate and interact as they mutually please, in private as well as in the
public domain.

How they choose to behave is of course another matter.

These alternatives show how essential it is, in the study of any
multiracial or multiethnic society, first to determine by enquiry as
objectively as possible the society's composition, and then to investigate the structure, scope and composition of its public domain, and
especially the specific articulations of all its racial or ethnic components to

tr~t

10main and thus indirectly to one another, since together

those conditions indirectly regulate the relationships of individuals in
either category or group across their boundaries and thus with one another •
I

•.

.'

I

In all racially ffiixed milieux we must also stuiy the correspondence or
divergence of prevailing cultural criteria and categories of race and
ethnicity with the distribution of objective indices of racial identity
and difference.

Accordingly, to comprehend these collective accommodations

in any society, we need first to investigate, document and analyse the
history, scope and structure of its public domain, as indicated above,
paying special attention to all internal and external conditions that
directly or indirectly affect its development.
30me effort has been made above to identify and rank in order of
priority and significance the various conditions that separately or together have structured, sustained or modified collective accommodations
of these kinds in contexts of consolidated conquest, with special
attention to the parts played by differences of race or ethnicity in
such situations and processes.

That discussion was guided throughout by

emphasis on the requisite conditions and immediate implications of alternative orders of collective accommodation under differing conditions in
those contexts.

Eesides the stabilised domination of an immigrant group

over one or more indigenous peoples, the alternatives reviewed included
the biological and cultural assimilat10n of originally different stocks, and
their association as units of equivalent or complementary status in a
common society.

Our enquiry has demonstrated clearly the greater

salience of racial differences in the demarcation of collective boundaries
and regulation of individual relationships across and within them in
racially and ethnically mixed populations;

but it has also revealed a

sufficient number and variety of cases in which neither set of these
differentiae prevented the universalistic incorporation and sometimes
the biological assimilation of peoples of differing racial and ethnic stock.

I

Given that ethnic and racial populations rarely interact at
exclusively individual levels, my preoccupation in this essay with the
contexts, conditions and structures of domination by immigrants has thus
far left undiscussed such situations as those that involve gastarbeiter
in Europe (Fower and Hardman 1978;

Sfl4-

Fried 1983), Lex-colonial immigrar. ts

as Fakistanis, West Africans and west Indians in Britain, or the illegal
and increasing influx of
(Banton 1972, 1983:

chic~~os

~arrera

1979;

from Mexico to the American Southwest
Estrada et al., 1981).

A few words

on these and similar situations are necessary and appropriate, especially
because they represent the opposite of that discussed above in which
immigrants of like or differing race established their domination over
native peoples by force or otherwise, and then had to develop appropriate
accommodations.

Though they differ significantly among themselves,

and also from those already discussed, these situations are readily understood within the framework that has guided our analysis.

They all in-

volve clear ethnic differences between immigrants and hosts, and differ
mainly among themselves either as functions of the racial difference or
identity of the immigrant and host communities, of former historic
relations between their respective societies, and/or of religious,
linguistic or other differentiae that separate the two populations.
Clearly, if immigrants dependent on a host population for their
accomr-.odation hail frorr: countries or societies that were formerly hostile
or subordinate to those of their hosts, we can expect the host population
to treat them with reserve, on the assumption that they are different,
unprecictable, hostile, and perhaps inferior to themselves, whatever the
assumptions,

expecta~ions

and aspirations of the

i~igrants

themselves
...

about their receptiOn.

7he contrast between such discordant sets of

communal ideas car. of course be

~uite

explosive;

but such tendencies will

I

be policed and suppressed by the hosts as long as they have the power to
If the im-

do so at acceptable costs in lives, property and tension.
migrants and their hosts are of differing race,

~~d

if the

fo~er

come

from hitherto subordinate populations, then their physical and cultural
differentiae, combined with traditions of historic subordination and
inferiority, will

,

• I

create stigmata that debar them from anon~ity
4<"~oC/.4-h ·a:n
and from free and equal admission to the society of their hosts, and th~ 15'
initial~y

~)~ikelY to continue for generations
/

in the absence of effective political

action, whatever the letter of the relevant law.

Whil~Jto1eratedl!ormalld,

such immigrants are generally segregated from the host population residentially
in 'ghettoes' and like communities, and also occupationally, industrially,
socially and in the public domain.
If the immigrants and their hosts are of common raCe but differing
ethnicity, differences in their historic relations and traditions,
language, religion, nationality and culture, separately or together, if
intensified by collective fears of social and economic competition,

~~ 

also give rise to ,..;;a i . . stigmata that denigrate the immigrants, and •
structure~their

collective exclusion.

In West Germany that seemed

to be the situation of Turks and other gastarbeiter in 1982, in spite of

racial affinities wi th their hosts (Marx 19831

~esPite

!JlT

Hopf 1983 I . Wll bert 1983)

their de jure excorporation under German immigration

laws~~t

arbeiter have received increasing de facto recognition and rights as
residents.

Conversely, in the United Kingdom, despite their de jure

civic e(3Uality as Britons, the situation of citizens from the l;ew
Commonwealth is that of de facto corporate inequality (Rex

1983: Gewirtz 1983).

The social and political consequences of these inverse discrepancies or contradictions of the de jure and de facto statuses of
these

irr~ igra r. t

workers -- in one case overwhelmingly white ar.d European

I

but non-citizen, in the other overwhelmingly non-white but actual or
potential citizens -- demonstrate once more the decisive implications for
race and ethnic relations of disjunctions between the legal provisions
and actual conditions of societal incorporation of such 'groups' •
immigrants are differentially

~

Uy\ E1'I..J~

incorporate~by

law or in fact by the host

society and its population, the result is to create a plural society
which is almost the mirror image of those established by conquest or
colonialism discussed above.
conditions by which the.
diverge, as in West
of

universalisti~

Moreover, when the formal and actual

immigrants are received into the host society

Ger~~y

and Britain today, the resulting contradictions

incorporation at law and differential incorporation in

practice, as in Britain, and of excorporation by law and gradual incorporation

n~
, . y, as

i~

in Germany, inevitably generate

isturbing

uncertainties and tensions among immigrants and hosts alik , numerous
issues and occasions for their dispute, and a fertile field for the
promotion of racism and collective violence, initially among the host
population and in response among the immigrants.
Fopulations habituated for centuries to regard specific others as
political enemies or as political and cultural inferiors cannot reasonably
be expected to regard such immigrants as equals and as similar to thenlselves, entitled by residence in their homelands to equivalent or
identical rights and status in the public and/or private domains of their
society.

. ikewise, populations habituated, however erroneously, by

their culture and history to regard peoples of different race as inferior
and as either

threateni~~

or perverse, carwot be expected to accept such

irnrr.igra!1ts as equal ad sirr.ilar to themselves.

Instead, the presence

of such irr.r..ie:;ra.'1ts ta.s :iven rise in SOll'.e instances to a revival of rac:'sm"
(Arce 1731;

:::arrera 1975:;

.3carma.n 1982).

Thus only when, as in the
/2 )

I

U.3.A., Argentina and similar contexts, the host community regards some
peoples as of siffiilar cultural level and potential, since both derive
from some cOmP-on, more inclusive civilisation and racial stock, though
of differing traditions,

IS ,'j- likely to receive those immigrants freely

as potentially equal members of their own society.

Even then, as U.S.

experience demonstrates, it normally requires two or more generations
before the descendants of those immigrants are fully accepted (Gordon

1964).

There is therefore no need for us to delay over the social status of
immigrants imported either as slaves or as indentured labour, whatever
their racial or ethnic stocks and affinities with their hosts, since such
people are already categorically defined in corporate terms as slaves or
unfree labour, and will remain so for the period of their servitude, at
the will of their masters.
Accordingly, to understand any societal structure of raCial and/or
ethnic accommodations, whether collective or resolutely

in~ividual,

we

need first to investigate, document and analyse the history of the society,
and the scope, structure and composition of its public domain, paying
special attention to all conditions that have influenced and affected it,
indirectly or otherwise.
As this enquiry shows, it is always neCessary to discriminate
societies whose people are of common race but varied ethnicity from others
that include collectivities of differing race.

In either milieu, such

racial and/or ethnic variables derive such social significance as they
have from their relations to the prevailing corporate organisation of the
inclusive society and from their status as possible, conditional or
deCisive criteria for the demarcation ar.i alignment of collectivities within
it.

Hence in studying such heterogeneous populations, it is always

essential first to distinguish their racially and ethnically distinct
j .. ;:

I

components, next to investigate the ernic or local significance of such
criteria, and then to examine carefully the roles that these factors play,
among

rr~ny

other variables of different kind, in structuring social divisions,

relations and processes.

There is no gain and only loss if such studies

are pursued as a distinct branch of sociology, as was formerly done with
'race relations' and now seems fashionable for 'ethniclty'.

Neither is

there any need to construct a social theory expressly addressed and
restricted to them, or any benefit therefrom.

Each of these develop-

ments can only frustrate the fuller understanding of these varied social
structures and developments since, however decisive in particular societies,
they are always only one dimension of their totality, depend directly on
the prevailing conditions of its corporate organisation for their substance
and form, and must therefore be studied as part of the whole, making full
use of the relevant historical information and sociological theory to
unravel their fabrics for detailed analysis and comparison.

I
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